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Automatic generation of starvation-free semaphore 

solutions to general mutual exclusion problems is 

discussed. A reduction approach is introduced for 

recognizing edge-solvable problems, together with an 0(N2) 

algorithm for graph reduction, where N is the number of 

nodes. An algorithm for the automatic generation of 

starvation-free edge-solvable solutions is presented. The 

solutions are proved to be very efficient. 

For general problems, there are two ways to generate 

efficient solutions. One associates a semaphore with every 

node, the other with every edge. They are both better than 

the standard monitor—like solutions. 

Besides strong semaphores, solutions using weak 

semaphores, weaker semaphores and generalized semaphores 

are also considered. 

Basic properties of semaphore solutions are also 

discussed. Tools describing the dynamic behavior of 

parallel systems, as well as performance criteria for 

evaluating semaphore solutions are elaborated. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The mutual exclusion problem is a classical problem in the 

parallel programming paradigm. Among the many synchronization 

primitives designed to coordinate concurrent processes 

[3,4,8,9,15,17,18], the semaphore is one of the most common. 

Since its introduction by Dijkstra in the sixties, there have 

been a number of articles discussing it [13,14,25]. 

However, a thorough analysis of what mutual exclusion 

problems the semaphore can solve, and how to solve them, is 

unavailable. This dissertation tries to address them. 

There are several reasons for investigating semaphore 

solutions for mutual exclusion problems. 

(1) The semaphore is a well-known primitive which is 

treated in most operating system textbooks [5,7,11,22], so 

there is theoretical interest about which mutual exclusion 

problems can be solved by semaphores. 

(2) Most high level synchronization primitives, such as 

the monitor, the critical region and Ada's rendezvous, can be 

implemented by semaphores. 

(3) There are still many systems, such as the Cray X-MP 

[20] and the Sequent Balance Series [24], using semaphores as 

their main synchronization primitive. 



(4) As the technology of parallel processing becomes more 

mature, many sequential solutions will give way to faster, and 

sometimes more natural, parallel solutions. Many such 

problems can be modeled by general mutual exclusion problems. 

(5) There is, so far, no automatic way for generating 

solutions for mutual exclusion problems, with the exception of 

[12,26]. Each specific problem needs to be analyzed 

individually. 

(6) Although there are solutions for some specific 

problems, there is no analysis of their performance. It is 

difficult to compare the efficiency of different solutions. 

In the remainder of Chapter 1, general mutual exclusion 

problems and their graphical representations are discussed. 

This is followed by a description of the requirements and 

assumptions for semaphore solutions. A technique for 

describing the state of a parallel system, which will be used 

throughout the dissertation, is then elaborated. 

General Mutual Exclusion Problems 

There has been much discussion of some special mutual 

exclusion problems, but little of general problems [16,21]. A 

general mutual exclusion problem contains a number of 

concurrent processes, each containing a critical section, 

which may be mutually exclusive to one or more critical 

sections of other processes, but not necessarily to all. Many 

problems can be modeled by a collection of parallel processes 



and mutual exclusion constraints. Some examples are given 

below. The symbol [] is used to denote the end of each 

example, as well as other examples, definitions and proofs 

throughout the dissertation. 

Example 1.1 A Simple Bank Application Problem. 

Consider a simple bank account containing two pieces of 

information, an interest rate and a balance. Four possible 

functions on the account are 

(1) change the interest rate, 

(2) calculate the interest earned, 

(3) make a deposit, and 

(4) make a withdrawal. 

If we implement these functions in the critical sections 

of four concurrent processes a, b, c and d respectively, we 

arrive at a general mutual exclusion problem with the 

following mutual exclusion constraints. Note that whenever we 

say that processes p and q are mutually exclusive, we actually 

mean that their critical sections are mutually exclusive. 

(1) Process a is mutually exclusive to process b. 

(2) Process b is mutually exclusive to processes a, c and 

d. 

(3) Process c is mutually exclusive to processes b and d. 

(4) Process d is mutually exclusive to processes b and 

c. [] 

The following three problems are discussed in most 

operating system textbooks. 



Example 1.2 The Simple (Complete) Mutual Exclusion Problem. 

In the Simple Mutual Exclusion Problem (also known as the 

Complete Graph Problem), each process is mutually exclusive to 

all other processes. [] 

Example 1.3 The Readers and Writers Problem. 

In the Readers and Writers Problem, a Writer process is 

mutually exclusive to all other processes and a Reader process 

is mutually exclusive to all Writer processes, but not to 

other Reader processes. [] 

Example 1.4 The Dining Philosophers Problem. 

This well-known problem, introduced by Dijkstra, has five 

philosophers sitting around a table, with one chopstick 

between each pair of adjacent philosophers. For a philosopher 

to eat, he must grab the two chopsticks near him. if each 

philosopher is implemented by a process with eating as its 

critical section, each philosopher process is then mutually 

exclusive to the two adjacent philosopher processes. [] 

In [16,21], a graphical method was developed to describe 

general mutual exclusion problems. Essentially, a mutual 

exclusion problem is represented by a mutual exclusion graph. 

Definition 1.1 A (simple) mutual exclusion graph G=G(V,E), 

describing a mutual exclusion problem M, is a connected and 

undirected graph, where V is the set of vertices or nodes, 

with each node uniquely representing a process in M, and E is 

the set of edges representing mutual exclusion constraints 

between processes in M, i.e., 



^ f j) I i and j are in V, and i and j represent 

processes mutually exclusive to each other in M}. 

Note that (i,j) is an unordered pair so that (i,j) and 

(j,i) represent the same edge. [] 

Example 1.5 The mutual exclusion graphs for the problems of 

Examples 1.1 to 1.4 are depicted in Figure 1.1. For example, 

in the Simple Bank Application Problem, nodes a, b, c and d 

are used to represent the processes a, b, c and d 

respectively. Furthermore, the edges (a,b), (a,c), (a,d) and 

(c,d) are used to represent the mutual exclusion constraints 

between processes a and b, a and c, a and d, and c and d 

respectively. 

These four graphs are given mathematically below. Note 

that U is the set union operator. 

(1) The Simple Bank Application Problem. 

G({a,b,c,d}, { (a,b), (b,c), (b,d), (c,d) }) . 

(2) The Complete Graph Problem. 

G = G(V,E) where 

E = { (P/<3) lp and q are in V}. 

(3) The Readers and Writers Problem. 

G = G(V,E) where 

V = R U W, 

R = {x|x is a Reader}, 

W = {x|x is a Writer}, and 

E = Kp»q)lp or q or both are in W and p <> q} . 

(4) The Dining Philosophers Problem. 



G = ({a,b, c, d, e}, 

{ (a,b), (a, e), (b,c), (c,d), (d,e) }) . [] 

Throughout this paper, the term "graph" refers to a 

mutual exclusion graph," which is a synonym for "problem." 

Furthermore, the terms "node" and "process" are used 

interchangeably, as are the terms "edge," "constraint" and 

"mutual exclusion constraint." The usual graph terminology is 

also used, particularly the terms neighbor, neighbor set and 

subgraph. The term subsystem, defined below, is useful for 

characterizing edge-solvable problems in Chapter 3. 

Definition 1.2 A subsystem G' (V', E') of a graph G(V,E) is a 

subgraph of G such that 

(1) V' is a subset of V, and 

(2) (P^q) is in E' if and only if (p,q) is in E and p 

and q are in V'. [] 

Example 1.6 Suppose 

G = G({a,b,c,d}, { (a,b), (b,c), (b,d), (c,d) }), 

Gi = Ga.({b,c,d},{ (b,c), (b,d), (c,d)}), 

G2 = Gz ({a},{}), 

Ga = Ga ({b,c,d}, { (b,c), (b,d)}), and 

G4 = G<i({a,b,c},{ (a,b), (a,c), (a,b) }) . 

Gi and Gz are both subsystems of G. However, Gs is not a 

subsystem of G since the edge (c,d) is in G but not in Gs. 

Furthermore, G4 is not a subsystem of G since it is not a 

subgraph of G. The edge (a,c) is not in G. [] 



(a) The Simple Bank Application Problem 

o 

(b) The Complete Graph Problem 

(c) The Readers and Writers Problem 

(d) The Dining Philosophers Problem 

Figure 1.1 The mutual exclusion graphs for problems of 

Examples 1.1 to 1.4 



Semaphores 

A semaphore S is a global non-negative integer variable 

that can be accessed only through the two primitive functions 

[2,8]: 

P(S) : When S > 0 then S < — S - 1 

otherwise wait. 

V(S) : S < — S + 1. 

If S can take on the values of 0 and 1 only, it is known 

as a binary semaphore. Otherwise, it is known as a general 

semaphore. Binary and general semaphores are equivalent in 

the sense that general semaphores can be implemented by using 

binary semaphores [27]. In this work, binary semaphores are 

employed, except for some explicitly stated situations in 

Chapter 7. 

There are three major types of semaphores [23,25]. 

^ strong semaphore is a semaphore S satisfying the 

following two properties. 

Property 1 If a process performs a V(S) operation and there 

is at least one process waiting to complete its P(S) 

operation, then the semaphore S is not incremented and one of 

the waiting processes is chosen to complete its P (S) 

Property 2 A process waiting for a P(S) cannot be overtaken 

infinitely many times by any other process issuing the same 

P(S) . 

Essentially, these two properties guarantee the absence of 

competition starvation, which occurs if a process is 



indefinitely blocked at a P operation because other processes 

are always selected to complete the P operation. An even 

stronger version of the strong semaphore is the blocked-queue 

semaphore in which processes are allowed to complete the P 

operations in a FIFO manner. In this work, strong semaphores 

usually refer to blocked-queue semaphores because they have 

similar properties concerning constraint satisfaction as 

general strong semaphores, but are easier for theorem proving. 

A weak semaphore satisfies Property 1 but not 2 [23]. The 

waiting process to be released is chosen in a nondeterministic 

manner. Therefore, if there are three or more processes 

issuing the same P(S), one process may be starved if the other 

processes are selected to complete P(S) in turn. Therefore, 

competition starvation is possible with weak semaphores. 

A weaker semaphore does not satisfy either property [25], 

so competition starvation is possible even if there are only 

two processes issuing the same P operation. The weaker 

semaphore is of interest because it can be easily implemented 

using busy waiting with hardware instructions, such as the 

test and set. 

Throughout this dissertation, strong semaphores are 

assumed, except in Chapter 6 where weak semaphores and weaker 

semaphores are treated. 

In addition, a number of generalizations of the basic 

semaphore (which is sometimes called PVsimpie or PVS) have 

been proposed [13,14]. Some of them, particularly the PVohunk 
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(PVc) , PVmuitipie (PVm) and PVgenerai (PVcj) are discussed in 

Chapter 7, where they are used to generate efficient 

solutions. They are defined below. 

Pc=(S:a) : when S >= a then S < — S - a, 

otherwise wait. 

Vc (S:b) : S < — S + b. 

Pm(Si, Sz, ..., Sic) : 

when Si > 0 and Sz > 0 ... and S* > 0 

then Si < — Si - 1, Sz < — S 2 - 1, 

S* < — S* - 1, 

otherwise wait. 

Vm(Si, S2, •••/ Sj) : 

Si < Si + 1f S2 < — S2 + ... r 

Sj < — Sj + 1. 

P<=r(Si:ai, S2:a2, Sida*) : 

when Si >= ai and S2 >= a 2 ... and S* >= a* 

then Si < — Si - ai, S2 < — S2 - a2, ..., 

Sic < Sic — aic, 

otherwise wait. 

Vg(Si:bi, S2:b2, ..., Sj:bj) : 

Si < — Si +bi, S2 < — S2 + b2, ..., 

Sj < — Sj + bj. 

The PV= system can increment or decrement the semaphore 

variable by an integer other then one. The PV m can check on 

the condition of more than one semaphore variable at the same 
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time. The PV3 system can do both. It is important to note 

that the assignments in the P operation (or V operation) of 

the PV™ or PVcr system are atomic. Either all assignments are 

done or none are done. 

Assumptions and Requirements of Solutions 

Without loss of generality, each process in a general 

mutual exclusion problem is assumed to have the following 

code. 

loop forever 

<entry section> 

Ccritical section> 

<exit section> 

<non-critical section> 

end loop 

A solution to a mutual exclusion problem involves 

therefore the construction of entry and exit sections for 

every process so that the mutual exclusion and other 

constraints are satisfied [16,26]. In general, the entry and 

exit sections of a semaphore solution contain a sequence of 

(1) P and V operations, and 

(2) tests and updates of counting variables. 

Following [16], the following assumptions are made about 

the semaphore solutions discussed in this dissertation. 

(1) The behavior of a process while in its non-critical 

section can have no effect on the synchronization protocol. 
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(2) Every process either completes its entry (or exit) 

section in an finite amount of time, or is halted and waiting 

to complete a P operation on a semaphore. This is known as 

the Progress Rule in [16,21]. 

(3) Strong (blocked-queue) binary semaphores, initialized 

to 1, are used unless explicitly stated otherwise. 

(4) The P and V operations on any semaphore are used only 

in the entry and exit sections, but not in the critical and 

non-critical sections. 

(5) The history of a process does not affect the 

synchronization protocol. In particular, the behavior of a 

solution is independent of the number of times a process has 

executed its critical section. 

As a consequence of (2), no busy waiting is allowed. This 

assumption is not valid when we deal with weaker semaphores in 

Chapter 6 since weaker semaphores themselves are based on busy 

waiting. 

Every semaphore solution is required to satisfy the 

following two constraints. 

(1) (The Mutual Exclusion Constraint) Two neighboring 

nodes cannot be in their critical section at the same time. 

(2) (The Absence of Deadlock Constraint) No deadlock is 

allowed. 

Definition 1.3 A synchronizer S for a problem P, described by 

a graph G(V,E), is a collection of code fragments for the 

entry and exit sections of every node p in V. A synchronizer 
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S is an ME-synchronizer if S satisfies the mutual exclusion 

constraint. An ME-synchronizer is a deadlock-free 

synchronizer for P if S satisfies the mutual exclusion and 

absence of deadlock constraint. [] 

Because of the Progress Rule, a deadlock occurs if and 

only if the deadlock condition is satisfied. The deadlock 

condition states that there exists a group D of processes such 

that, for every process p in D, 

P ^ blocked at P (SP) (i.e., waiting to complete 

P (S]p) ) f and 

(2) all processes that can issue V(Sp) are in D. 

Hence, in order to prove that a synchronizer is 

deadlock-free, it is sufficient to prove that the deadlock 

condition can never be satisfied in the synchronizer. 

Example 1.7 A deadlock-possible ME-synchronizer for the 

Dining Philosophers Problem of Figure l.ld is presented in 

Figure 1.2. Note that D = V in this case. [] 
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Node a 

Entry : P(Sato); P(S»e); 

Exit : V(Sato); V(S««); 

Node b 

Entry : P(Stoc=); P(S«b); 

Exit : V(Sbc); V(Sab); 

Node c 

Entry : P (Sod) ; P(Sbo); 

Exit : V(Sad); V(SbQ); 

Node d 

Entry : P (S<*«) ; P(So<±); 

Exit : V(S<*«); V(S~<*); 

Node e 

Entry : P(Sae); P(S«*«); 

Exit : V(S-); V(S d«3 ) f 

Figure 1.2 A deadlock-possible ME-synchronizer for the Dining 

Philosophers Problem 

Throughout this dissertation, a semaphore solution is 

usually required to satisfy two other constraints. 

(3) (The Minimum Exclusion Constraint) It is possible 

for two non-neighboring nodes to be in their critical section 

at the same time. 

(4) (The Absence of Starvation Constraint) Starvation of 

any process is not allowed. 

Definition 1.4 A solution is a minimal solution if it 
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satisfies the minimum exclusion constraint. A starvation-free 

solution is a solution satisfying the absence of starvation 

constraint. [] 

Throughout this dissertation, minimal starvation-free 

solutions are assumed unless explicitly stated otherwise. 

Hence, solutions must satisfy all four constraints. 

The minimum exclusion constraint requires us to enforce 

mutual exclusion constraints only when they are necessary. 

This is important for solutions to be efficient. 

Example 1.8 Consider the following solution for nodes a, b 

and c of the graph G=G({a,b,c},{(a,b),(b,c)}). 

Entry : P(X); 

Exit : V(X); 

It is easy to see that the solution is deadlock-free and 

satisfies the mutual exclusion constraint. However, it does 

not satisfy the minimal exclusion constraint and is thus not 

an efficient semaphore solution since nodes a and c are not 

neighbor but cannot be in their critical sections at the same 

time. [] 

Again, by the Progress Rule, if a process p is 

indefinitely postponed, it must be blocked indefinitely at a 

P(S) operation. There are two cases. 

Definition 1.5 If a process is starved at a P operation of a 

semaphore because no other process issues a V operation on the 

semaphore within finite time, a foodless starvation of the 
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process occur. 

If there are always some process signalling a V operation 

on the semaphore within finite time, but some other process 

waiting for the same P operation is always allowed to complete 

the P operation, then the first process is not selected to 

complete the P operation within finite time and is 

competitively starved. [] 

Note that competition starvation does not occur in strong 

semaphores. 

Example 1.9 A well-known starvation-possible solution [6,12] 

of the Readers and Writers Problem is shown in Figure 1.3. 

The counting variable c, initialized to 0, is used to count 

the Readers in, or ready to enter, their critical sections. 

It is not difficult to see that foodless starvation may 

occur to Writers if the Readers keep entering their critical 

sections. In this case, the counting variable c is never 

decremented to zero and thus V(X) is not issued within finite 

time. [] 

Because of the importance of this solution, the entry and 

sxit sections of the Readers in Example 1.9 have been 

formalized as the macros PP(c,X,G) and W(c,X,G) respectively 

[12]. In [16,26], an entire class of problems with 

deadlock-free solutions that employ only the P and V 

operations and the PP and W macros was discussed. These 

macros are also used in Chapter 3. 
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Readers 

Entry 

Exit 

Writers 

Entry 

Exit 

P (G) ; 

c = c + 1; 

if c = 1 then P(X); 

V (G) ; 

P (G) ; 

c = c - 1; 

if c = 0 then V(X); 

V (G) ; 

P (X); 

V (X) ; 

Figure 1.3 A starvation-possible synchronizer for the Readers 

and Writers Problem 

System States 

In this section, a notation for describing the dynamic 

behavior of a parallel processing system is introduced. It is 

useful to differentiate between the concepts of a blocked node 

and an non-progressing node. A process may not be progressing 

because no processor is currently assigned for its execution. 

In this case, when a processor is assigned to the process, the 

process can resume execution. Hence, it is not necessary to 

consider non-progressing node in constraint satisfaction. 

On the other hand, a process is blocked if it is waiting 
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to complete a P operation. In this case, its progress is not 

affected by the availability of processors. 

Definition 1.6 At any particular time, a node p is in one of 

the following six states. 

State(p) = e if and only if p is in its entry section 

and is not blocked at a P operation. 

State(p) = eb if and only if p is blocked at a 

P operation in its entry section. 

State(p) = c if and only if p is in its critical 

section. 

State(p) = x if and only if p is in its exit section 

and is not blocked at a P operation. 

State(p) = xb if and only if p is blocked at a P 

operation in its exit section. 

State (p) — n if and only if p is in its non—critical 

section. 

Furthermore, a node p is said to be in the don't care 

state, or 

State(p) = d 

if we do not care about the current state of p, i.e., p can be 

in any one of the above six states. [] 

Note that there is no blocked state corresponding to the 

critical and non-critical sections since the P and V 

operations are found only in the entry and exit sections. 

When a node is in state e, eb, c, x, xb or n, it is called an 

entering node, a blocked entering node, a critical node, an 
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exiting node, a blocked exiting node or a non-critical node 

respectively. A blocked node is either a blocked entering 

node or a blocked exiting node. 

The characterization of a process by six states is 

detailed enough to capture the essence of the dynamic behavior 

of the process as related to synchronization, and is general 

enough to avoid unnecessary details. Note that the state of a 

process is a function of time. 

Definition 1.7 A process p is said to change from state x to 

state y (written as p : x — > y, or simply x — > y if p is 

understood by context) at time t if the state of p is x for a 

time sufficiently close to but smaller than t and the state of 

p is y for a time sufficiently close to but greater than t. [] 

Example 1.10 A possible sequence of state changes of a 

process p in a particular period of time is given as below. 

P : n — > e — > eb — > e — > eb — > c — > x — > n 

The process p starts by executing code in its entry 

section. It is then blocked twice at two P operations before 

it enters its critical section. It is not blocked in its exit 

section. [] 

Definition 1.8 x ==> y if 

(1) x — > y, or 

(2) there exists a state z such that x — > z and 

z ==> y. [] 

The notation '==>' is used to represent one or more state 

changes. Hence, the sequence of state changes of Example 1.10 
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may be represented, for example, by 

p : e ==> c — > x ==> n. 

If 3 process is blocked, it is also convenient to specify 

the P operation blocking the process. If a process p is 

blocked at P(X) and P (X) was last completed by a process q, 

then we said that process p is blocked at X by q and the state 

of p is represented by 

State(p) = eb:X by q. 

If we are not interested in which process last completed P(X), 

it is simply written as 

State (p) = eb:X. 

Example 1.11 In the solution of the graph 

G ({a,b,c},{ (a,b), (b,c)}) of Example 1.8, competition 

starvation of node b might occur in a solution via the 

following sequence of state changes of b. 

b : eb:X by a — > eb:X by c — > eb:X by a — > eb:X by c 
— > 

Similarly, the states of nodes a and b shown below 

indicate a deadlock situation if the semaphores X and Y can be 

issued only by nodes a and b. 

State (a) = eb:X by b. 

State (b) = eb:Y by a. [] 

Definition 1.9 The system state of a mutual exclusion problem 

M is the collection of all states of the processes in M, i.e., 

State(M) = {State (p) | p is in V where G(V,E) is 

a graph describing M} [] 
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Example 1.12 A possible state of the Dining Philosophers 

Problem of Figure l.ld using the solution of Figure 1.2 is 

State(M) = {State (a) = n, 

State (b) = c, 

State (c) = eb:Sto<= by b, 

State(d) = eb: S CJGL by c, 

State(e) = n}. 

Both nodes a and e are in their non-critical sections and 

node b is in its critical section. Node c is blocked in its 

entry sections by b and node d is blocked by c. [] 

A shorthand notation of the state of M of Example 1.12 can 

be described by 

State (M) = {(a,b,c,d,e) = (n,c,eb:Sb<= by b, 

eb: Scci by c,n) } 

or simply by 

State(M) = {(n,c,eb:SfaG by b,eb:Sad by c,n)} 

if the order of the nodes in M is known. 

The state changes of a system are described in the same 

way as that of an individual process. 

Example 1.13 A sequence of system changes of a problem M with 

nodes {a,b,c,d,e} in a particular period of time is shown 

below. 

M (a,b, c, d, e) :: Mi : (n, c, eb, eb, e) 

— > M2 : (n,x,eb,eb,e) 

==> Ms : (n,x,e,eb,c) 

==> M4 : (n,n,c,eb,c) 
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In the first state change from Mi to M2, nod© b leaves its 

critical section and begins executing code in its exit 

section. From Ma to Ma, node c is unblocked and node e enters 

its critical section. There may be an intermediate state 

between Ma and Ma that we are not interested in and which is 

not shown. From M3 to M4, node b enters its non-critical 

section whereas node c enters its critical section. [] 

Since many nodes may not change their states in a problem 

state change, we may specify the problem state change by 

highlighting the nodes that change states. For example, the 

state change from Mi to M2 of Example 1.13 may be represented 

as 

Mi : (n, c, eb, eb, e) — > M2 : Mi + State (b) : c—>x 

or simply by 

Mi > M2 : Mi + b: c—>x. 

These notations are useful in describing the dynamic 

behavior of a problem and in proving assertions. 

Example 1.14 The synchronizer of Figure 1.2 for the Dining 

Philosophers Problem can be proved to be deadlock—prone by 

showing a possible deadlock situation as below. 

D(a,b,c,d,e) :: Di : (n,n,n,n,n) 

==> D2 : (e,e,e,e,e) 

==> D3 : (eb:Sae by e, 

eb:Sab by a, 

eb:Stoa by b, 

eb:Sc=<a by c, 
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eb:Sd« by d). [] 

Organization of the Dissertation 

In the next chapter, some basic theories of semaphore 

solutions are discussed. The characterization of semaphore 

solutions and the criteria for evaluating their performances 

are analyzed. The concepts of critical sets and blocking sets 

are proposed and illustrated with examples. Starvation—free 

solutions are particularly interesting and they are analyzed 

in the framework of control disciplines and blocking sets. 

Chapter 3 deals with a special class of mutual exclusion 

problems. The edge-solvable problems have an especially 

efficient deadlock-free semaphore solution [16,21]. Some of 

its theoretical framework, based on reduction, is presented. 

The macros PPS and PS are then introduced, followed by an 

algorithm for the automatic generation of starvation-free 

solutions. 

Chapter 4 describes a new fast algorithm for graph 

reduction with a time complexity of 0(N2), where N is the 

number of processes in the problem. 

Chapter 5 addresses general mutual exclusion problems. 

Two new solutions with better efficiency than the standard 

monitor-like solution are presented and analyzed. They are 

based on semaphores associated with processes and mutual 

exclusion constraints respectively. Two algorithms are used 

to generate these solutions in an automatic manner. 
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The solutions of the earlier chapters are based on strong 

semaphores. In Chapter 6, the effects of using weak and 

weaker semaphores are discussed. This includes an extension 

of Morris's well-known algorithm for the simulation of some 

strong semaphore macros by weak semaphores and an extension of 

the solutions of Chapter 5. 

In Chapter 7, solutions using generalized semaphores, such 

3.S P V c h u n k ^ P V m u l t i p l e cUld P V g e ne ral^ are considered. 

In the last chapter, a number of conclusions are drawn, 

and possible future research directions are discussed. 
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CHAPTER 2 

BASIC THEORY 

There is usually more than one semaphore solution, each 

having its own merits, for a given general mutual exclusion 

problem [1]. In this chapter, the constructions and 

properties of the semaphore solutions discussed in this work 

are analyzed. The concepts of control disciplines [3,5,6] and 

blocking sets [5,6] are then used as frameworks for studying 

them. Blocking sets are used to measure the degree of 

parallelism allowed by the solutions. Other performance 

criteria are also discussed. 

Some Properties of Semaphore Solutions 

In this section, general properties of semaphore solutions 

are discussed. 

Definition 2.1 If S is a synchronizer of a problem G(V,E), 

then a node p is said to include a P(X) (or V(X)) in its entry 

(or exit) section in S if 

(1) p contains a P(X) (or V(X)) in its entry (or exit) 

section such that 

(2) whenever p executes and completes its entry (or exit) 

section while all other nodes are in their non-critical 

27 
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sections, it has completed a P(X) or (V(X)) in its entry (or 

exit) section. 

A node p is said to include a P(X) (or V(X)) if it 

includes a P(X) (or V(X)) in its entry or exit section. [] 

Definition 2.2 If X is a semaphore used in a synchronizer S 

for a problem G(V,E), then 

P-node(X) = {pip is in V and includes a P(X) in S} 

and 

V-node(X) = {pip is in V and includes a V(X) in S}. 

If P-node(X) = V-node(X), then PV-node(X) is used to 

denote both. [] 

Definition 2.3 If p is a node in a problem G=G(V,E) and S is 

a synchronizer of G, then 

P-sem(p) = {X|X is a semaphore used in S and p includes 

P(X) } and 

V-sem(p) = {X|X is a semaphore used in S and p includes 

V(X)}. [] 

Example 2.1 In the solution of Figure 1.2 of the Dining 

Philosophers Problem, 

P-node(Sato) = {a,b}, 

V-node (Sc=d) = {c,d}, 

P-sem(a) = {Safa,S«e}, and 

V-sem(d) = {Scci, Sde}. [] 

Example 2.2 The deadlock condition discussed in Chapter 1 is 

equivalent to the existence of a set D of nodes in some 

problem state such that 
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(1) for all nodes p in D, p is blocked at SP, and 

(2) for all SP, V-node(Sp) is a subset of D. 

Furthermore, this condition can be further simplified to 

the existence of a cycle C = {px, p2,.., p*}, a subset of V, 

in some problem state such that 

(1) every p± is blocked at Si, and 

(2) V-node(S±) = {p±, pi+x} f o r 1 <= i <= k-1, and 

V-node (Sk) = {pi,pjc}. [] 

Theorem 2.1 if there exist two neighboring nodes p and q in a 

synchronizer S of a problem G(V,E) such that P-sem(p) and 

P-sem(q) are disjoint, then S does not satisfy the mutual 

exclusion constraint. 

Proof 

Consider the following sequence of state changes. 

Gx : all nodes in state n 

==> G2 : Gi + p:n—>c 

==> G3 : G2 + q:n—>c. 

The change from Gi to G2 is possible because of the 

Progress Rule and the fact that process p is the only process 

trying to complete the P operations on the elements of 

P-sem(p). Similarly, G2 to G3 is possible because of the 

Progress Rule and the fact that process q is the only process 

trying to complete the P operations on the elements of 

P-sem(q), since P-sem(p) and P-sem(q) are disjoint. However, 

Ga is a problem state such that both p and q are in their 

critical sections. [] 
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Definition 2.4 If X be a semaphore in a solution S, then X is 

said to be redundant for a node p in S if 

(1) p is in P-node(X) and may always complete a P(X) when 

it attempts to, no matter the problem state, or 

(2) p is in V-node(X) and it is possible for p to signal 

V(X) when X is equal to 1 in some problem state. 

If X is redundant for at least one node in P-node(X), then 

X is a redundant semaphore. S is a redundant solution if 

there exists a redundant semaphore in S. [] 

Condition (1) eliminates situations where X is not 

actually used in the synchronization for node p and condition 

(2) leads to simpler solutions by eliminating situations that 

are usually error-prone. Informally, if X is a redundant 

semaphore for a node p, then all synchronization code related 

to X in p can be removed. The semaphore X does not perform 

any useful synchronization for p. in this dissertation, only 

non-redundant solutions will be considered and hence the term 

"solution" refers to "non-redundant solution." 

Theorem 2.2 A node p is an element of P-node(X) in a solution 

S if and only if it is an element of V-node(X) in S, for any 

semaphore X in S. 

Proof 

Suppose p is in P-node(X) and not in V-node(X) for some 

semaphore X used in S. Consider the following sequence of 

state changes. 

Gi : all nodes in state n 
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==> Gz : Gi + p:n==>c 

==> G3 : G2 + p:c==>n 

==> G4 : Gs + p:n==>(eb:X or xb:X) 

In the change from Gi to G3, by the definition of P-node, 

p must have completed an P(X) and X has been decremented to 0. 

Hence, when p wants to execute its critical section again, it 

will be blocked at either its entry or exit section by P (X). 

This is contradictory to the assumption that the execution 

history has no effect on the synchronization protocol. 

Furthermore, p is also starved indefinitely if all other 

processes remain in their non-critical sections indefinitely. 

Similarly, suppose p is in V-node(X) but not in P-node(X). 

It is possible that p executes its process loop more than 

once, completing a V(X) every time, while other nodes are in 

their non-critical sections. Hence, p may signal V(X) when X 

is equal to 1, contradicting to the assumption of a 

non-redundant solution. [] 

Theorem 2.2 requires that P-node (X) = V-node(X) for all 

semaphores X in a solution S. Hence, it is equivalent to talk 

°f PV-node(X), instead of P-node(X) or V-node (X), for a 

semaphore X in S. 

Below, Card(A) is the cardinality of the set A. 

Theorem 2.3 If Card(P-node(X)) - 1 in a solution S, then X is 

redundant in S. 

Proof 

Let PV-node(X) = {p}. If p is blocked at P(X), then since 
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no other process issues V(X), p will remain blocked forever, 

contradicting the absence of deadlock constraint. Hence, p is 

always allowed to complete P(X) and X is a redundant 

semaphore. [] 

Theorem 2.4 If p is in PV-node(X) in a non-redundant solution 

S, then any V (X) in the entry or exit sections of p is always 

preceded by a P(X). 

Proof 

If P-node(X) = {p}, then, by Theorem 2.3, X is a redundant 

semaphore, which is contradictory to our assumption. Let q be 

a node in P-node(X) other than p. If p completes a V(X) 

before a P(X), then X must be initialized to 0 in order for X 

to be non-redundant. 

Hence, q also needs to complete a V(X) before a P(X) to 

make it possible for q to enter its critical section while all 

other processes are in their non-critical sections. However, 

this means that it is possible for node q to signal V(X) 

before node p issues P (X) and after node p signals V(X). in 

this case, q signals V(X) when X is equal to 1 (by merit of 

the V(X) by node p), a contradiction to the assumption of a 

non-redundant solution. [] 

The significance of Theorems 2.1 to 2.4 is to limit the 

form of semaphore solutions to be considered. In general, to 

avoid redundant semaphores, when there is a P(X) in the entry 

section of a node, there must be an V(X) either in the exit 

section or in the later part of the entry section of that 
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node. This is called the P-then—V condition. 

Theorem 2.5 If there exist a node p and a semaphore X in a 

solution S so that the P-then-V condition is not satisfied for 

X in p, then S is redundant. 

Proof 

The Proof is similar to Theorem 2.4. [] 

The following example shows that the P-then-V condition is 

a necessary condition for a non-redundant solution, but not a 

sufficient condition. 

Example 2.3 The solution of the Readers and Writers Problem 

in Figure 1.3 satisfies the P-then-V condition but it is 

non-redundant. 

However, consider the following inefficient solution for 

the Complete Graph Problem. 

All nodes 

Entry : P (Y) ; PP(c,X,G); 

Exit : V(Y) ; W(c,X,G); 

Note that the semaphore X serves no purpose since it is 

redundant, though the P-then-V condition is satisfied. [] 

Severe Blocking and PV-Block Solutions 

This section introduces the concepts of severe and mild 

blocking and shows that only severe blocking is important in 

the consideration of constraint satisfaction. A special class 

of synchronizer, called the PV-block synchronizer, is then 

discussed. Since PV-blocks are not necessarily redundant, and 
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severe blocking does not occur in any exit section of a 

PV-block synchronizer, they possibly yield good solutions that 

are much easier to construct and analyze. 

It is helpful to distinguish between two types of 

blocking. 

Definition 2.5 A synchronization event is a completion of a P 

or V operation. [] 

Definition 2.6 Suppose p is blocked at P (X). if it is 

possible for P to complete P(X) after a finite series of 

synchronization events involving only X, then p is said to be 

mildly blocked. Otherwise, it is said to be severely 

blocked. [] 

In particular, suppose p is blocked at P(X) and it is 

known that q is the node that will signal a V(X) to release p. 

If q is not blocked at some other semaphore, and will not be 

blocked at some other semaphore before it signals V(X), then p 

is mildly blocked by q and q is said to block p mildly. Note 

that it is not always possible to know in advance which node 

will signal a V(X) operation. For example, in the Readers and 

Writers Problems, it is not predictable which Reader will be 

the last to leave its critical section to signal a V(X) to 

allow the Writer to complete the P(X). 

Example 2.4 Consider the starvation-free solution of the 

Readers and Writers Problem (Figure 1.3). A Reader p can only 

be blocked mildly at P(G) within the W(c,X,G) macro of its 

exit section as shown below. 
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Suppose only p is waiting at P (G) of W(c,X,G) of its exit 

section. The semaphore G appears only in PP(c,X,G) and 

W(c,X,G) . Since p has already completed PP(c,X,G) in its 

entry section, the value of the counting variable c is greater 

than 0. 

Suppose q is the process that has completed P(G). If q 

has completed P(G) in a PP(c,X,G), then q does not need to 

complete the P(X) in PP(c,X,G) since the value of the counting 

variable c will be greater than 1 after its update by q. This 

is because the condition of issuing P(X) in the if statement 

within the PP macro is not satisfied. Hence, q may proceed to 

signal V(G) without being itself blocked. 

If q has completed P(G) in a W(c,X,G), since there is no 

P operation between P(G) and V(G), q cannot be blocked before 

it signals V(G). Hence, it is always possible for p to 

complete P(G) with no synchronization events other than V(G). 

More generally, the above argument implies that if there 

is a node waiting at P(G) in a W(c,X,G), then any process 

that has completed a P(G) will signal a V(G), without the need 

of other synchronization event. Hence, the lemma is true even 

if there are several processes waiting to complete P(G). [] 

There are two important reasons for such classification. 

First, a mildly blocked node tends to be blocked for a shorter 

time than a severely blocked node. For example, if a process 

q is about to signal a V(X) before it is deprived of the 

processor by the underlying operating system, then a node p is 
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mildly blocked at P(X) if it is the only node waiting at P(X). 

Once node q regains the processor, it signals V(X) immediately 

and unblocks node p from P (X). Therefore, mild blocking is a 

much less important property to consider in analyzing the 

performance of a solution. 

More importantly, if a node p is mildly blocked at P (X), p 

cannot be starved at P(X). However, if a node is severely 

blocked at P(X), starvation and even deadlock, are possible at 

P(X)• Hence, if we are considering constraint satisfaction, 

it is only necessary to consider severe blocking, but not mild 

blocking. 

The concept of PV-block synchronizer is introduced below. 

Definition 2.7 A P-block is either 

(1) a P(X) operation, or 

(2) a PP(c,X,G) macro, where c is a counting variable and 

G is a semaphore not used in any other P-block, or 

(3) P (M) ; 

a P-block; 

V (M) ; 

where M is a semaphore not used in any other P-block or the 

P-block enclosed by it. 

A V-block is either 

(1) a V(X) operation, or 

(2) a W(c,X,G) macro, where c is a counting variable and 

G is a semaphore not used in other V-block. 

All semaphores in a P-block or V-block are initialized to 
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1 and all counting variables to 0. [] 

Definition 2.8 A PV-block synchronizer S is a synchronizer of 

a problem G(V,E) such that any node p in V satisfies the 

following conditions. 

(1) The entry section of p is composed solely of P-blocks 

and V operations. 

(2) The exit section of p is composed solely of V-blocks. 

(3) PP(c,X,G) appears in the entry section if and only if 

W(c,X,G) appears in the exit section. 

(4) If a P(X) appears in the entry section of a node, 

then either a V(X) appears in the exit section of the node or 

a V(X) appears in the entry section below the P(X). 

(5) If a V(X) appears in the entry section, it is 

preceded by a P (X). 

(6) For any semaphore Y used, neither P(Y) nor V(Y) 

appear twice in the entry and exit sections of any node, 

except as the gate semaphore in the macros PP(c,X,Y) and 

W(c,X, Y) . 

Furthermore, every semaphore must be used by two or more 

nodes (i.e., Card(P-node(X)) > 2, for every semaphore X in 

S) . [] 

Example 2.5 The solutions of Figures 1.2 and 1.3 are PV-block 

synchronizers. [] 

Theorem 2.6 In a PV-block synchronizer, any node in its exit 

section can only block other nodes mildly and can only be 

blocked mildly by other nodes. 
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Proof 

The proof is similar to that of Example 2.4. [] 

Theorem 2.6 has an important consequence. When we are 

dealing with problems of deadlock or starvation, it is not 

necessary to consider the behavior of exit sections if 

PV-block synchronizers are used. 

The PV-block synchronizer satisfies the P-then-V condition 

and is hence a good candidate for non-redundant solution. The 

coordinated use of PP and W in the entry and exit sections 

further restricts potential abuse. Furthermore, condition (6) 

limits the length of the code of the entry and exit section. 

Consequently, the PV-block synchronizer is simple yet powerful 

enough for the construction of efficient starvation-free 

semaphore solutions. In the coming chapters, all solutions 

discussed are PV-block synchronizers. 

Control Disciplines 

Solutions to general mutual exclusion problems are 

characterized by control disciplines (called queue disciplines 

in [3] and scheduling disciplines in [5]). A control 

discipline is composed of a blockage algorithm that determines 

when to block a process and a release algorithm that 

determines when to release a process [3,4]. Different control 

disciplines result in solutions satisfying different 

constraints, with different dynamic behaviors. Note that the 

control discipline is a general concept for satisfying 
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constraints. It is not restricted to semaphore 

implementations and could involve other synchronization 

primitives as well. 

As an example, the following discipline can be used to 

satisfy the absence of deadlock constraint. Please remember 

that, in analyzing constraint satisfaction, only severe 

blocking is considered. Hence the term blocking always refers 

to severe blocking, unless explicitly stated otherwise. 

[Simple deadlock-free discipline] 

A process becomes or remains blocked if and only if at 

least one of its neighbors is in its critical section. [] 

A deadlock-free semaphore solution using this discipline 

can be found in [3,7]. it is easy to show that this 

discipline does not necessarily produce a starvation-free 

solution. Hence, to ensure the absence of starvation, other 

control disciplines are necessary. One such discipline is 

used for the edge-solvable problems of Chapter 3. Two other 

simpler and more restrictive disciplines are discussed here 

[5,6] . 

[First starvation-free discipline] 

A process becomes or remains blocked if and only if any 

process is in its critical section. Blocked processes are 

released in a first come first released (FCFR) manner. [] 

It is easy to prove that this discipline indeed guarantees 

the absence of starvation. Essentially, all processes enter 

their critical sections in a first come first served manner. 
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There is no parallel execution of critical sections, even 

between nodes that are not mutually exclusive. Therefore, the 

minimum exclusion constraint is not satisfied and the 

synchronizer implementing the discipline is actually not a 

solution. This is a major drawback, in terms both of 

efficiency and of correctness. 

A simple semaphore implementation of the discipline is 

shown in Figure 2.1. 

For every node 

entry : p(X); 

exit : V(X); 

Figure 2.1 A semaphore synchronizer implementing the first 

starvation-free discipline 

[Second starvation-free discipline] 

A process becomes or remains blocked if it has a critical 

neighbor or if any process is already blocked. Blocked 

processes are released in a FCFR manner. [] 

Theorem 2.7 Any synchronizer satisfying the second 

starvation-free discipline is a starvation-free solution. 

Proof 

The mutual exclusion constraint is guaranteed by the fact 

that a process is blocked if there is a critical graph 

neighbor. 

The minimum exclusion constraint is also satisfied since 

for two non-neighboring nodes p and q, it is possible that p 
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and q are both in their critical sections if all the other 

nodes are in their non-critical sections. Suppose p is 

already in its critical section while all other nodes are in 

their non-critical sections. If a non-neighbor q now wants to 

enter its critical section, it is allowed to do so since none 

of the neighbors of q are in their critical sections and since 

there is no blocked node. 

The satisfaction of the absence of deadlock and starvation 

is guaranteed by the fact that blocked processes are released 

in a FCFR manner. [] 

The second discipline is less restrictive than the first 

one and allow more parallel activity. 

Example 2.6 Consider the graph G ({a,b,c},{(a,b), (b,c)}). 

Suppose node c is in its critical section and b is in its 

non-critical section. if node a wants to enter its critical 

section, it is blocked by the first discipline since there is 

already a critical node (node c). However, it is not blocked 

by the second discipline since c is not its neighbor and there 

is no blocked node. [] 

If the deadlock-free solution S of a problem G is known, 

then Algorithm 2.1 generates a starvation-free solution for G 

using the second discipline. For the automatic generation of 

deadlock-free semaphore solutions for some mutual exclusion 

problems, please refer to [3,7]. 

[Algorithm 2.1] Automatic generation of starvation-free 

semaphore solutions using the second starvation-free 
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discipline. 

[Input] A problem G and a deadlock-free solution S of it. 

[Output] A starvation-free solution of G using the second 

starvation-free discipline. 

[1] Let Mutex be a semaphore not used in S. 

For each node, the following code is generated. 

entry : P(Mutex); 

code for the entry section of the node in S. 

V(Mutex); 

exit : same as that in S. 

[2] Stop. 

Theorem 2.8 Algorithm 2.1 generates a starvation-free 

semaphore solution for a problem G(V,E) satisfying the second 

starvation-free discipline, provided a deadlock-free solution 

exists. 

Proof 

The gate semaphore P(Mutex) allows processes to enter and 

complete their entry sections only in a FCFS manner. 

Therefore, the absence of starvation is guaranteed. 

To prove that the solution generated satisfies the second 

starvation-free discipline, it is necessary to consider the 

effect of a blocked node and a critical neighbor. if there 

exists a critical neighbor of p, s guarantees that p cannot 

enter its critical section since S satisfies the absence of 

deadlock constraint. 

If there exists a blocked node q, then q has not completed 
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V(Mutex) since V(Mutex) is the last instruction in any entry 

section. Hence, q must have completed P(Mutex), or is blocked 

at P(Mutex). in both cases, some process must have completed 

P(Mutex) and hence p is blocked at P(Mutex). [] 

Example 2.7 Algorithm 2.1 can be used to generate the 

starvation-free solution of Figure 2.2 for the Readers and 

Writers Problem. Note that this solution is exactly the same 

as in [4]. For the generation of the deadlock-free solution, 

please refer to [3]. [] 

Readers 

Entry : p(Mutex); 

PP (c,X,G); 

V(Mutex); 

: W(c,X,G); Exit 

Writers 

Entry 

Exit 

P(Mutex); 

P (X) ; 

V(Mutex); 

V (X) ; 

Figure 2.2 A starvation-free solution for the Readers and 

Writers Problem 

Example 2.8 Figure 2.3 depicts the graph 

G ({a,b, c, d, e, f}, 

{ (a,b), (a, c), (b, d), (b, e), (b, f), (c, d), (c, e) , (c, f) , 

(e,f) }) . 
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The solution for G generated by Algorithm 2.1 is shown in 

Figure 2.4. [] 

Figure 2.3 A graph G. 

Other less restrictive disciplines that allow more 

parallel activity are introduced in Chapters 3 and 4. in the 

next section, critical sets and blocking sets are introduced 

to characterize control disciplines and provide a theoretical 

measure of parallelism of solutions. 
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Nodes a and d 

Entry : p(Mutex); 

PP(ci,Xi,Gi); 

V(Mutex); 

Exit : W(ci,Xi,Gi); 

Nodes b and c 

Entry : p(Mutex); 

PP(C2,XX,G2); 

V (Mutex); 

Exit ; W(CzfXi/G2)} 

Nodes e and f 

Entry : p(Mutex); 

PP(Ci,Xi,Gi); 

P(X2) ; 

V(Mutex); 

Exit : V(X2); 

W (ci,Xi,Gi); 

Figure 2.4 The starvation-free solution generated by 

Algorithm 2.1 for the graph G in Figure 2.3 

Critical Sets and Blocking Sets 

The introduction of the blocking sets [6] and critical 

sets is motivated by the fact that if node p is blocked at X 

by node q, then either q is in its critical section or is 

itself already blocked. 
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Definition 2.9 In a solution S of a mutual exclusion graph 

G(V,E), there are two sets, the critical set C(p), and the 

blocking set B(p), associated with any node p in V and defined 

as below. 

C(P) = {q | q is in V such that if q is in its critical 

section and p wants to enter its critical 

section, then p is blocked.} 

B(P) = {q I q is in V such that there exists a problem 

state, satisfying the following conditions, 

so that when p wants to enter its critical 

section, it is blocked.} 

The conditions are 

(1) for all nodes xinC(p), x is not in its critical 

section, 

(2) for all nodes y in B(p) except q, y is not already 

blocked, and 

(3) q is already blocked. [] 

It is worthwhile to emphasize again that we are only 

considering severe blocking, and not mild blocking. 

Informally, C(p) and B(p) are the sets of nodes that can block 

P-

A critical node q in C(p) definitely blocks p. A blocked 

node q in B(p) may or may not block p. However, to make B(p) 

a minimal set, there exists at least one problem state such 

that a blocked q blocks p. Otherwise, any node may or may not 

block p. The following properties can be obtained directly 
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from the definition. 

(1) P is or remains blocked if there exists a node q in 

C(p) such that q is in its critical section. 

(2) When a node p wants to enter its critical section, if 

(a) for all nodes x in C(p), x is not a critical node, and 

<b> for all nodes y in B(p), y is not a blocked node, then p 

is allowed to enter its critical section. 

The following theorem is useful. Its proof is easy and is 

therefore omitted. 

Theorem 2.9 In a semaphore solution S of a problem G(V,E), if 

P-sem(p) and P-sem(q) are disjoint for two nodes p and q, then 

p is not an element of B(q) or C(q) . [] 

Example 2.9 Figure 2.5 depicts the graph 

G({a,b,c,d,e}), { (a,b), (b,c), (c,d), (c,e), (d,e) }) . 

A starvation-free solution for G is shown in Figure 2.6. The 

generation of this solution will be further discussed in 

Chapter 5. The critical sets and the blocking sets are shown 

in Figure 2.7. 

As an example, consider node a. Node b is in C(a) because 

node a can be blocked in the following problem state. 

State(G) = {state (a) = eb:Sfa by b, 

state(b) = c, 

state(c) = state (d) = state (e) = d}. 

Since both P-sem(d) and P-sem(e) are disjoint from P-sem(a), 

nodes d and e are not in B(a). The blocked node b can block 

node a in the problem state 
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State (G) = {state (a) = eb:St> by b, 

state (b) = eb:So by d, 

state (c) = n, 

state (d) = eb:Se by e, 

state (e) = c} 

It is easy to verify that node b satisfy the conditions 

2(a) to 2(c) of Definition 2.9 in the above problem state and 

is hence an element of B(a). Similarly, node c is also in 

B(a) by considering the state 

State(G) = {state (a) = eb:Sb by c, 

state (b) = n, 

state (c) = eb:Sci by d, 

state(d) = c, 

state(e) = n}. 

As another example, consider node e. It is easy to show 

that C(e) = {c,d} by considering the problem states 

State(G) = {state (a) = state (b) = state(d) = d, 

state (c) = c, 

state (e) = eb:SG by c} 

and 

State(G) = {state(a) = state(b) = state(c) = d, 

state (d) = c, 

state (e) = eb:Sd by d}. 

Node a cannot be in B(e) since P-sem(a) and P-sem(e) are 

disjoint. Node e can be blocked at S<=, S d and s«. If node e 

is blocked at So, it can only be mildly blocked if node b has 
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completed P (So), since b will signal V(S«) without being 

blocked. Furthermore, S<* and S« are not in P-sem(b) . Hence, 

node b is not in B(e). 

Since nodes c, d and e issue P(So), P (Sd) and p ( s . ) in 

that order, c and d cannot be in B(e) also. For example, 

suppose e is blocked by P(S<*) . Then one of nodes c and d 

should have completed P ( S « 0 . If c has completed P ( S « 0 and is 

blocked itself, it must be blocked by node d. Hence d must 

have completed P ( s . ). In that case, node d has completed all 

P operations and is free to enter its critical section. 

Therefore, condition (2) of Definition 2.9 is not satisfied 

and c is not in B(e). 

Two observations can be made. 

(1) If p is in B(q), it is not necessary for q to be in 

B (p) , and 

(2) it is possible to have an empty blocking set. [] 

O O 

Figure 2.5 A mutual exclusion graph G 
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Node a 

Entry : P(S.); P (Sb); 

V ( S b ) ; 

Exit : V(Sa); 

Node b 

Entry : P ( S « ) ; P ( S b ) ; P ( S o ) ; 

V ( S « ) ; V (Sc) ; 

Exit : V ( S b ) ; 

Node c 

Entry : P(S*,); P (So) ; P(Sd); P (S.) ; 

V (Sto) ; V (Sd i ) ; V ( S - ) ; 

Exit : V ( S o ) ; 

Node d 

Entry : P ( S o ) ; P (S<*) ; P ( S . ) ; 

V (So) ; V ( S - ) ; 

Exit : V (Sea) ; 

Node e 

Entry : P ( S o ) ; P (S<*) ; P ( S « ) ; 

V ( S o ) ; V (Sea.) ; 

Exit : V(S«); 

Figure 2.6 A solution for the graph G in Figure 2.5 
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B(x) 

a {b} 

b {&/c} 

{b, c} 

{a,c,d,e} 

c {b,d,e} {b,d,e} 

d {c, e} {} 

e {c,d} {} 

Figure 2.7 Critical sets and blocking sets of the solution of 

Figure 2.6 

The following theorem relates critical sets to the mutual 

exclusion constraint. 

Theorem 2.10 If a semaphore synchronizer S of a problem 

G(V,E) satisfies the condition that for any node p in v, C(p) 

= N(p), where N(p) is the set of all neighbors of p, then S 

satisfies the mutual exclusion constraint and the minimum 

exclusion constraint. 

Proof 

Suppose C(p) = N(p) for all p. If p and q are neighboring 

nodes, then p is in C(q) and q is in C(p) and hence p and q 

cannot be in their critical sections at the same time. The 

mutual exclusion constraint is thus satisfied. If p and q are 

not neighboring nodes, then p is not in C(q) and q is not in 

C(p). The following sequence of state changes provides a 

situation where p and q are both in their critical sections. 

State(G) :: Gx : all nodes in state n 
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> G2 : Gi + p m — > c 

> G3 : G2 + q:n:—>c. 

The change to Ga is possible by property (3) of Definition 

2.8. Hence, the minimum exclusion constraint is also 

satisfied. [] 

Example 2.10 For the first starvation-free discipline, the 

critical set of any node p is equal to V - {p}, that is, the 

set of all nodes except p itself. Please note that the 

minimum exclusion constraint is not satisfied since C(p) is 

not equal to N(p) in general. Indeed, it is satisfied only 

for the Complete Graph, for which V - {p} = N(p) for all 

nodes. [] 

Example 2.11 The converse of Theorem 2.10 is not necessarily 

true. Consider the solution S of Figure 2.8 of the graph 

G({a,b,c},{ (a,b), (b,c)}. Although S is an unreasonable 

solution, it is easy to see that it satisfies both the mutual 

exclusion constraint and the minimum exclusion constraint. 

Furthermore, node a is in C(c) but not in N(c). This is an 

example of an ugly solution leading to a node with its 

critical set not equal to its neighbor set. [] 

Because of Theorem 2.10, it is a very good idea to 

consider only solutions with N(p) = C(p) for every node p. m 

this case, both the mutual exclusion constraint and the 

minimum exclusion constraint are guaranteed to be satisfied. 

Therefore, we may now focus our attention solely on the 

blocking sets. 
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Node a 

Entry : p(y). 

Exit : V(y); 

Node b 

Entry : P (y) ; P(z); 

Exit : V(y) ; V(z); 

Node c 

Entry : P (y) ; P(z); V(y); 

Exit : V (z) ; 

Figure 2.8 A synchronizer S for the graph G 

More on Blocking Sets 

We can further divide a blocking set into two parts: the 

sure-blocking set and the possible-blocking set. 

Definition 2.10 The blocking set B(p) of a node p in a 

solution S of a problem G(V,E) can be partitioned into two 

subsets, the sure-blocking set BS (p) and the possible-blocking 

set BP (p)f in the following manner. 

(1) A node q is in BS (p) if and only if for all problem 

states, whenever p wants to enter its critical section, then p 

is blocked if q is already blocked and remains blocked as long 

as q is blocked. 

(2) A node q is in BP (p) if it is in B(p) but not in 

BS(p). [] 

From this definition, it is easy to see that the following 
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two properties are satisfied. 

(1) BS (p) u BP (p) = B(p) . 

(2) BS (p) and BP (p) are disjoint. 

Example 2.12 Figure 2.9 shows the sure-blocking sets and 

possible-blocking sets of the solution S of Figure 2.6 of the 

graph G of Figure 2.5. 

Node x BS(x) BP (x) 

a {b,c} 

b {a,c,d,e} {} 

c {b} 

d {} {} 

{} { } 

Figure 2.9 The sure-blocking sets and possible-blocking sets 

of the solution S of Figure 2.6 

To assert that a node q is in BS (p), it is necessary to 

analyze all the different blocked states q can be in when p 

wants to enter its critical section. For example, consider 

whether node b is in BS (a). if node b is blocked at P(Sb), 

P(So) or P(S«0, then b or some other node must have completed 

P(Sto). Hence, node a will always be blocked at P(Sb). if 

node b is blocked at P(S.), then some other node has already 

completed P (S.) . However, node a is the only other node that 

issues P(S«). This means that node a has completed P (S«), 

contradicting to the assumption that node a is attempting to 
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execute its entry section. 

To show that a node q is in BP (p), we simply show a 

problem state where q is blocked but where p is allowed to 

enter its critical section if it attempts to do so. For 

example, to show that node b is in BP(c), consider the 

following problem state 

State(G) = {State (a) = c, 

State (b) = eb:Sa by a, 

State(c) = State(d) = State (e) = n}. 

If node c wants to execute its entry section, it is 

allowed to do so and enter its critical section since only the 

semaphore Sa has been decremented to 0 and Sa is not in 

P-sem(c) . [] 

Example 2.13 For a solution generated by Algorithm 2.1 and 

satisfying the second starvation-free discipline, it is easy 

to see that for any node p, BS (p) = v - {p}. This is because 

every node issues a P(Mutex) as the first instruction of its 

entry section. Hence, if any node q is blocked, then q or 

some other node must have already completed P(Mutex). 

Therefore, any node p attempting to enter its exit section 

will be blocked at p(Mutex). The second starvation-free 

discipline does not allow much parallel activity since the 

sure-blocking sets are the largest possible. [] 

As Example 2.13 shows, blocking sets are a good measure of 

the degree of parallelism offered by a particular solution. 

Furthermore, large sure-blocking sets are more undesirable 
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than large possible-blocking sets for obvious reasons. Hence, 

xn getting good solutions, we would like to 

(1) minimize the blocking sets, and 

(2) minimize the sure-blocking sets. 

Both factors (1) and (2) are important but may not be 

achieved at the same time. 

It is important to note that blocking sets are mainly used 

as a tool for theoretical performance evaluation of solutions. 

There are no fixed relationships between them and constraint 

satisfaction. 

In particular, it is tempting to think that the absence of 

deadlock constraint is related to the absence of a 'cycle' in 

the sure-blocking sets, defined below. 

Defxnxtion 2.11 Let S be a synchronizer of a problem G(V,E). 

A sure blocking cycle' C is a subset of V with more than one 

element such that 

(1) C = {pi, p2 , . . . f pKj . 

(2) pi is in BS (pi+i), for all i=l to k-1; and 

(3) pic is in BS (pi) . [] 

Example 2.14 It is shown in Example 2.13 that for a solution 

generated by Algorithm 2.1, BS(p) = v - {p} f o r any node p in 

V. Hence, any two nodes in V constitute a 'sure-blocking 

cycle'. Therefore, in this case, the solution is 

deadlock-free although there exists such a cycle. Using 

Algorithm 2.1 for the Dining Philosophers Problem, the 

deadlock-free solution of Figure 2.10 is obtained. [] 
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Node a 

Entry 

Exit 

Node b 

Entry-

Exit 

Node c 

Entry 

Exit 

Node d 

Entry 

Exit 

Node e 

Entry 

Exit 

P (Mutex) ; P(Sab); P(Sa«); 

V(Mutex); 

V(Sab); V(S««); 

P(Mutex); P(Sbc); P(S«b); 

V(Mutex); 

V(Stoa); V(Sato) ; 

P(Mutex); P (S^) ; P (StoQ) ; 

V(Mutex)/ 

V(SQd); V (Sfac) ; 

P (Mutex); P (Sde) ; P (S^) ; 

V(Mutex); 

V(Sd«); V(Sod); 

P (Mutex); P(S~«); P (S«a«) ; 

V(Mutex); 

V(Sae) ; V(Scae) ; 

Figure 2.10 A deadlock-free solution for the Dining 

Philosophers Problem 

EXSln*>l* 2' 1 5 T h e sure-blocking sets of the deadlock-possible 

y chronizer of Figure 1.2 of the Dining Philosophers Problem 

is shown in Figure 2.11. it l s easy to show that there exists 
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a sure-blocking cycle which is equal to the set of all nodes. 

In this case, the synchronizer is deadlock-possible and there 

exists a sure-blocking cycle. [] 

Node x BS(x) 

a {e} 

b {a} 

c {b} 

d {c} 

e {d} 

Figure 2.11 Sure-blocking sets of the deadlock-possible 

synchronizer of Figure 1.2 for the Dining Philosophers Problem 

Example 2.16 Figure 2.12 shows another deadlock-free solution 

of the Dining Philosophers Problem and Figure 2.13 shows the 

corresponding sure-blocking sets. A sure-blocking cycle does 

not exist. [] 
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Node a 

Entry : P(S—); P (S ab ) } 

Exit : V(Sae); V(S«fa); 

Node b 

Entry : P (Sbc) ; P (S 

Exit - : V (Stoc) ; V(S~b); 

Node c 

Entry : P(SQci); P (Sb<=) ; 

Exit : V(Sccl); V(Sfac); 

Node d 

Entry : P(Sc*«); P (S^) ; 

Exit : V(Sci«); V(S^); 

Node e 

Entry : P(Sae); P(S^); 

Exit : V(Sa«); V(Sde); 

Figure 2.12 Another deadlock-free solution for the Dining 

Philosophers Problem 
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Example 2.17 Consider another dumb synchronizer of the Dining 

Philosophers Problem as shown in Figure 2.14. This solution 

is obtained by adding a P(X) and V(X) pair on nodes a and c in 

the deadlock-possible synchronizer of Figure 1.2. It is 

obvious that the synchronizer is still deadlock-possible. 

The blocking sets are shown in Figure 2.13. Note that node a 

is no longer in BS(b). This is because if node a is blocked 

at P(X), node b can still proceed. Furthermore, node a is not 

in BS (c) since node a can be blocked at p'(S..), in which case 

node c can still proceed. Similarly, node c is not in BS(a). 

Therefore, is no sure-blocking cycle exists. [] 

Node x BS(x) 

a {e} 

b {} 

c {b} 

d {c> 

e {d} 

Figure 2.13 The sure-blocking sets of the solution of Figure 

2.12 for the Dining Philosophers Problem 
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Node a 

Entry : P ( X); P(Sab); V(X); P(S..); 

Exit : V(S-i); V(S..); 

Node b 

Entry : p (sb<3) ; p (S ak> ) r 

Exit : V(Sfac); V(S.b); 

Node c 

Entry : P(Scd); P (X) ; P(Sbo); V(X); 

Exit : V(Sod); V(Sba); 

Node d 

Entry : P (Sci.) ; P (Soc4) ; 

Exit : V (Scie) ; V(Scd); 

Node e 

Entry : P(Sae); P (S de ) f 

Exit : V(S-.); V(S<*-); 

Figure 2.14 Yet another deadlock-possible solution for the 

Dining Philosophers Problem 
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Node x BS(x) 

a {e> 

b {} 

c {b} 

d {c} 

e {d} 

Figure 2.15 Sure-blocking sets of the solution 

of Figure 2.14 

As Examples 2.14 to 2.17 show, there is no specific 

relationship between the absence of deadlock and the absence 

of a sure-blocking cycle in the solutions of the Dining 

Philosophers Problem. In general, this is true for any 

general mutual exclusion problem. 

Other Performance Criteria 

In general, a solution is good if it maximizes the degree 

of parallelism and minimizes synchronization overhead. it is 

faxrly difficult to compare two solutions by merely observing 

their performance in a simulation because too many 

implementation factors may be involved. The simulated 

performance of a solution may depend on the underlying 

operating system, methods of implementation of the semaphores, 

distribution and number of parallel processes in a mutual 

exclusion problem, lengths of critical sections, number of 
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processors available and methods of coupling, and so on. 

Therefore, it would be useful to be able to predict the 

performance of a solution by analyzing factors which are 

relatively independent of the underlying implementation. Two 

such criteria covered in the previous section ensure maximum 

possible degree of parallelism. They are 

(1) small blocking sets, and 

(2) small sure-blocking sets. 

Some other important criteria are: 

(3) short coding of entry and exit sections, 

(4) small number of counting variables used, 

(5) small number of semaphores used, and 

(6) short time for updating counting variables. 

Criteria (4) and (5) are important since counting 

variables and semaphores are usually implemented in the global 

memory of a multiprocessor system. Therefore, their accesses 

are usually expensive. Furthermore, there may be a limitation 

on the size of the global memory. Criteria (3) and (6) are 

used to minimize the overhead of the execution of 

synchronization code. 

Furthermore, it is also desirable that the solution be 

generated easily: 

(7) easy automatic generation of the solution. 

Again, it is noted that some of the above criteria may be 

m conflict and it is usually not possible to satisfy all. 

Hence, it is important to have a balanced trade-off between 
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different criteria in order to obtain an acceptable solution. 

The right balance may depend on the underlying system and the 

nature of the mutual exclusion problem. For example, if 

global memory is scarce, then the number of semaphores and 

counting variables should be as small as possible. On the 

other hand, in a busy data base system, maximum concurrency 

may be most desirable. 

Example 2.18 The deadlock-free solution of Figure 2.10 is 

inferior to that of Figure 2.12. This is because one more 

semaphore, Mutex, is used. More importantly, the 

sure-blocking set, BS(p), of any node p in the solution of 

Figure 2.10, is equal to V - {p}, which is too large. [] 

In [7], a semaphore solution was presented for any general 

problem by simulating the effect of a monitor [2]. The 

semaphores used are associated with the nodes of the problem. 

Since only one process can be within the monitor, a gate 

semaphore Mutex is used to control the processes for entering 

their entry or exit sections. Counting variables are used to 

update the critical sets and to avoid deadlock. As a result 

[7], 

(1) the number of semaphores used is N+2, where N is the 

number of nodes in the problem, 

(2) the number of counting variables used is 2N+1, 

(3) the coding for the entry and exit section is long, 

(4) a lot of time is spent updating the counting 

variables, and 
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(5) the blocking sets are large. 

Hence, judging from the seven criteria, this monitor-like 

solution is not a good one, though it can be understood and 

generated relatively easily. Better solutions are discussed 

in Chapters 3 and 5. 
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CHAPTER 3 

EDGE-SOLVABLE PROBLEMS 

In this chapter, a particular class of general mutual 

exclusion problems is discussed. The term "edge-solvable 

problem" was introduced in [1] to describe problems that have 

a solution m which a semaphore is associated with a group of 

edges and two similar nodes have identical code. Two nodes 

are similar if they have the same neighbor sets, except 

perhaps for each other. For a more formal definition of 

edge-solvable solutions, please refer to [1,2]. Efficient 

deadlock-free solutions for edge-solvable problems were also 

discussed in [1,3,4]. However, these solutions are not 

starvation-free. 

In this chapter, an approach for recognizing edge-solvable 

problems using graph reduction, based on [5], is introduced. 

The concept of optimal graphs is also introduced for the 

generation of efficient solutions. Two new macros are then 

defined to solve a new problem: the generalized Readers and 

Writers Problem. This chapter ends with a discussion of an 

algorithm for the automatic generation of an efficient 

solution, which is not only deadlock-free, but also 

starvation-free, for any edge-solvable problem. 

67 
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Reduction 

Before the reduction approach is discussed, several 

concepts must be introduced [5] . 

Definition 3.1 m a graph G, two nodes p and q are strongly 

similar to each other (written as p|q) if N(p) = N(q). Two 

nodes p and q are weakly similar if node p is in N(q) and N(p) 

- {q} = N(q) - {p}. T w o n o d e s a r e s i m i l a r i f t h e y a r e e i t h e r 

strongly similar or weakly similar. [] 

Example 3.1 in the Complete Graph Problem, all nodes are 

weakly similar. 

In the Readers and Writers Problem, all Readers are 

strongly similar to each other and all Writer are weakly 

similar to each other. Furthermore, no Reader is similar to 

any Writer. 

In the Dining Philosophers Problem, no two nodes are 

similar to each other. [] 

Definition 3.2 in a graph G(V,E), let S be a subset of V with 

at least two nodes. S is a strongly (or weakly) similar set 

if for any two nodes p and q in S, p and q are strongly (or 

weakly) similar in G. [] 

Example 3.2 In the Complete Graph Problem, any subset of V 

with two or more nodes is a weakly similar set. 

In the Readers and Writers Problem, a set of two or more 

Readers is a strongly similar set and a set of two or more 

Writers is a weakly similar set. A set of some Readers and 

some Writers is not a similar set. 
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There is no similar set in the Dining Philosophers 

Problem. [] 

Definition 3.3 Let G=G(V,E) be a mutual exclusion graph in 

which there exists a similar set S. G is said to be reduced 

to a reduced mutual exclusion graph G'(V',E'), which is 

written as G — > G', by the following process. Let c be a 

node (called a composite node), which is not already in V, 

representing S. V' and E' are formed as below. 

v = V - s U {c} 

E - E - { (x,y) |x is in S and y is in V} 

U {(c,x)|x is in N(y) but not S, 

where y is in S} 

The similar set represented by a composite node c will be 

denoted by S(c). For any node pinS(c), c is the supernode 

of p and p is a subnode of c. [] 

Note that a reduced mutual exclusion graph has composite 

nodes whereas a simple mutual exclusion graph does not. A 

mutual exclusion graph can either be simple or reduced. 

Therefore, in Definition 3.3, the graph G may itself be a 

reduced graph and a subnode p of c may itself be a composite 

node. 

Definition 3.4 G ==> G' if 

(1) G — > G' or 

(2) there exists a graph G" such that G — > G" and 

G" ==> G' . [] 

Example 3.3 The Simple Banking Application Problem has a 
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graph Go(Vo,Eo) with 

Vo = {a,b,c,d} and 

Eo = { (a,b), (b,c), (b,d), (c,d)}. 

Go can be reduced to Gi(Vi,Ei) with 

Vi = {a,b,p} and 

Ex = { (a,b), (b,p) }, 

where p is the composite node representing the weakly similar 

set S(p) = {c,d}. 

Similarly, Gx can be reduced to G2(V2,E2) with 

Vz = {b,q} and 

Es = { (b,q) }, 

where q is the composite node representing the strongly 

similar set S(q) = {a,p}. 

Finally, Gz can be reduced to G3(V3,E3) with 

Va = {r} and 

E 3 = {}, 

where r is the composite set representing the weakly similar 

set S (r) = {b, q}. [] 

Example 3.4 In the Complete Graph Problem G(V,E), G can be 

reduced to G'(V',E') where V contains a single composite 

node, representing the weakly similar set V, and E' is empty. 

In the Readers and Writers Problem G(V,E), G can be 

reduced to G'(V',E'), via two reduction steps, with 

v' = {c}, and 

E' = {}, 

where c is a composite node representing the weakly similar 
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set S (c) - {r} U {x|x is a Writer} and r is another composite 

node representing the strongly similar set S(r) = {x|x is a 

Reader}. [] 

Definition 3.5 A simple node is used to represent a single 

process. A composite node is used to represent a similar set 

of more than one process. 

The representation set of a node c is denoted by R(c). if 

c is a simple node, then R(c) = {c}. Otherwise, c is a 

composite node, and R(c) is the union of the representation 

sets of all nodes that are elements in the similar set 

represented by c. [] 

Note that the representation set and the similar set of a 

composite node are different in general. The representation 

set is the collection of all simple nodes that are 

represented" by the composite node whereas the similar set 

may contain composite nodes as elements. 

Example 3.5 For the composite nodes in Example 3.3, we obtain 
s (P) = {c,d}, 

R(p) = {c,d}, 

S(q) = {a,p}, 

R(q) = {a,c,d}, 

S(r) = {b,q}, and 

R(r) = {a,b,c,d}. [] 

The concepts of descriptor tree and descriptor string were 

first introduced in [1]. They are redefined by using similar 

sets as below. 
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Definition 3.6 A simple node c can be represented by a 

descriptor tree To containing only a single node. The root of 

To has a value representing the node c and is usually denoted 

by c also. To differentiate between a node in a mutual 

exclusion graph and in a descriptor tree, the latter will be 

called a tree-node when confusion might arise. 

A composite node c can be represented by a descriptor tree 

T° W i t h i t S r 0 0 t h a v i n9 a value of 'I' or corresponding 

to whether S(c) is a strongly or weakly similar set 

respectively. Furthermore, the children of the root of To are 

all the nodes in S(c). [] 

The usual terminology of trees can be applied to a 

descriptor tree. Note that some nodes in S(c) may also be 

composite nodes and can themselves be described by descriptor 

trees. Therefore, a descriptor tree may have more than two 

levels. 

Definition 3.7 if all the leaves of a descriptor tree T are 

simple nodes, T is known as a simple descriptor tree. [] 

In this dissertation, a descriptor tree refers to a simple 

descriptor tree. 

Definition 3.8 The descriptor string D c of a node c is 

defined as below. If c is a simple node, then Do = c. If c 

is a composite node representing a strongly similar set S(c) = 

lci,ca,...,Cm} , then Do = (cxlcal...Icm). Otherwise, c is a 

composite node representing a weakly similar S(c) = 

fci,C2,...,ci) and Do = (ci+ca...+ci). [] 
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The following properties concerning descriptor trees and 

descriptor strings are noted without proof [1,4]. 

(1) The descriptor string is 'associative', that is, 

(al (b|c)) = ((a|b)|c) = (a|b|c) and 

(a+(b+c)) = ((a+b)+c) = (a+b+c) 

(2) The descriptor string of a node can be obtained by an 

inorder transversal of its descriptor tree, with the suitable 

addition of parenthesis. 

(3) The descriptor tree of a node can be obtained by 

ansversing its descriptor string from a bottom-up and left 

to right manner. 

(4) The descriptor trees and descriptor strings are 

equivalent representations of composite nodes. 

Example 3.6 The descriptor strings of the composites nodes p 

of Gx, q of Ga and r of Ga of Example 3.3 are (c+d), (a|(c+d)) 

and ((a|(c+d))+b) respectively. Their descriptor trees are 

shown in Figure 3.1. [] 
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Figure 3.1 The descriptor trees of the three composite nodes 

of Example 3.1 

Reducibility 

Definition 3.9 A mutual exclusion graph G is reducible if 

either G > G for some G' or G has only one node. 

Otherwise, it is irreducible. G is said to be completely 

reducible if there exists a graph G"(V",E") such that G ==> G" 

and Card(V ) - 1. G" is called a final reduced graph of G and 

is sometimes denoted by Gf. if G is not completely reducible, 

then G is said to be ultimately irreducible. [] 

[5] contains detailed description of reducibility. in 

particular, since a final reduced graph G has only one node, 

it can be represented by a descriptor tree T g o r a descriptor 

string Dg. Hence, for a graph G, it is equivalent to talk of 

its final reduced graphs, its descriptor trees or its 

descriptor strings. Note that, for a given graph, depending 
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on the sequence of reductions, there may be many equivalent 

final reduced graphs and, hence, many possible descriptor 

trees describing the graph. If a graph is ultimately 

irreducible, it does not have a descriptor tree. 

E X a m p l® 3 1 T h e Complete Graph Problem G<V,E) is completely 

reducible to G' <(a+b+..+*>,{}) where V - <a,b,...,kl. 

The Readers and Writers Problem is completely reducible to 

G' ({ (wi+wz+. . . Wkt (ri|r2I. . . | rm))},{}) where Wl, w*, ..., and 

w* are the Writers and n , r», ..., and r„ are the Readers. 

The Dining Philosophers Problem is irreducible. 

The graph G ((a,b, c, d, e), { (a,b), (b, c) , (c, d), (c, e) } is 

reducible since the nodes d and e are strongly similar. It 

can be reduced to G'((a,b,c,p),((a,b),(b,c),(c,p)}) where p -

(die). However, G is ultimately irreducible since G' is 

irreducible. [] 

The following theorems are useful for proving the 

equivalence of edge-solvability and complete reducibility. 

Theorem 3.1 if G(V,E) ==> G'(V',E') and 

(1) a,b are in V, 

(2) p,q are in V , and 

(3) a is in R(p) and b is in R(q), 

then (a,b) is in E if and only if (p,q) is in Er ̂  

Proof 

If the theorem holds true for one reduction step, it holds 

true for a finite number of reduction steps. However, the 

former comes directly from the definition of composite nodes 
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and representation sets. [] 

Theorem 3.2 Any graph with fewer than four nodes is 

completely reducible. 

Proof 

Final reduced graphs of all topological^ distinct graphs 

with fewer than four nodes are given below. 

(1) G({a},{}) is completely reducible by definition. 

(2) G({a,b},{(a,b)}) ==> G*({(a+b)},{}), 

(3) G({a,b,c}, { (a,b), (a, c) }) 

==> Gf ({ (a+(b I c) },{}), and 

(4) G({a,b,c}, { (a,b), (a,c), (b,c)}) 

==> Gf ({a+b+c},{}). [] 

Theorem 3.3 With the exception of the F-system (defined as 

G({a,b,c,d},{(a,b), (b,c), (c,d)}), a graph with four nodes 

joined as a line), any graph with four nodes is completely 

reducible. 

Proof 

It is clear that the F-system is irreducible since none of 

its nodes are similar to each other. Final reduced graphs of 

all topological^ distinct graphs with four nodes, except the 

F-system, are given below. 

(1) G({a,b,c,d}, { (a,b), (b, c), (c,d), (a, d) }) 

==> Gf({((a|c)+(b|d))},{}), 

(2) G({a,b,c,d},{(a,b), (a,c), (a,d) }) 

==> Gf ({ (a+ (b | c | d))},{}), 

(3) G({a,b,c,d}, { (a,b), (a, c), (a,d), (c, d) }) 
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— > Gf ({ (a+ (b | (c+d)))},{}), 

(4) G({a,b,c,d}, { (a,b), (b,c), (c,d), (a,d), (a,c) }) 

==> Gf({(a+c+(b|d))},{}), and 

(5) G({a,b,c,d},{(a,b), 0 , 0 , (a,d), (b,c), (b,d), (c,d)}) 

==> Gf({(a+b+c+d}, {}) . [] 

The following theorems establish the equivalence between 

the absence of the F-subsystem and complete reducibility. 

Theorem 3.4 if there exists an F-subsystem in a graph, then 

the graph is ultimately irreducible. 

Proof 

Let the graph be G(V,E) and the nodes a, b, c and d in V 

form a F-subsystem. Suppose G ==> G'(V',E') and the nodes a, 

b, c and d are contained in the representation sets of the 

nodes p, q, r and s in V' respectively. By Theorem 3.1, pqrs 

is a F-subsystem (i.e., the subsystem ({p,q,r,s}, 

{(P,q),(q,r),(r,s)}) is a F-system). Hence, after any number 

of reduction steps, the newly formed graphs always contain a 

F-subsystem which is irreducible by Theorem 3.3. Since there 

is only a finite number of nodes in V, G is ultimately 

irreducible. [] 

Theorem 3.5 If a graph does not contain an F-subsystem, then 

there exist two similar nodes. 

Proof 

The proof can be found in [1]. [] 

Theorem 3.6 If a graph does not contain an F-subsystem, then 

it is completely reducible. 
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Proof 

The theorem is proved by induction. Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 

ensure that the assertion holds true (or the cases of N <- 4. 

Let the graph be denoted by G(V,E) and assume that the 

assertion is true for N <- k. For N . k + l, b y T h e o r e m 3_ 5 ( 

there exist two simUar nodes p and q. By representing p and 

q by a composite node, G can be reduced to G' with no more 

nodes than k. Hence, G' is completely reducible by the 

assumption and so is G. [] 

Theorem 3.7 The following three assertions about a graph G 

are equivalent. 

(1) G is edge-solvable; 

(2) G does not contain an F-subsystem; and 

(3) G is completely reducible. 

Proof 

In [1], it was proved that a problem is edge-solvable if 

and only if it does not contain a F-subsystem. The theorem is 

thus proved by combining this fact with Theorems 3.4 and 

3.6. [] 

The following theorem is useful in showing the 

efficiency of edge semaphore solution. 

Theorem 3.8 If G ==> g*, then 

(1) the number of steps for reducing G to G* is less than 

N, 

(2) the number of internal nodes of the descriptor tree 
T g o f is less than N, and 
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(3) the root of has a value of '+'. 

Proof 

Assertions (1) and (2) can be proved by observing the 

process of reduction. For each reduction, a composite node is 

formed. Therefore, the number of reductions is equal to the 

number of composite nodes, which is in turn equal to the 

number of internal nodes in T„. If G(V,E) — > G'(V',E'), it 

is easy to see that 

Card(V') = N - Card(S(p)) + l 

where p is the composite node formed in the reduction. since 

Card(S (p)) is greater than 1, then Card(V') is less than or 

equal to N - 1. Therefore, each reduction step reduces the 

number of nodes by one or more. Since we start with N nodes, 

there can be at most N - l reductions. 

Furthermore, if assertion (3) is not true, G is not 

connected, which contradicts our assumption. [] 

Optimal Graphs 

In this section, the concepts of equivalent graphs and 

optimal reduced graphs are introduced. They are important in 

the automatic generation of optimal solutions. 

Definition 3.10 Two different graphs Go. and G 2 are said to be 

equivalent if 

(1) Gx ==> G2, or 

(2) G2 ==> Gi, or 

(3) there exists a graph G such that G ==> Gi and 
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G ==> Gz. 

Two descriptor trees are equivalent if the graphs that 

they represent are equivalent. [] 

It is easy to see that two equivalent graphs (or 

descriptor trees) represent the same mutual exclusion problem. 

Definition 3.11 A descriptor tree T is said to be optimal if 

any interior node of T has a value different to that of its 

parent. A final reduced graph is optimal if its corresponding 

descriptor tree is optimal. [] 

Example 3.8 Figure 3.2 shows a non-optimal descriptor tree 

and its equivalent optimal one, together with their descriptor 

strings. [] 

A non-optimal tree 
(a|(b|c)) 

A 

Its equivalent optimal tree 
(a|b|c) 

Figure 3.2 A non-optimal descriptor tree and its equivalent 

optimal descriptor tree 

The following useful theorems concern equivalence and 

optimal graphs. Their proofs are easy and are thus omitted. 

Please refer to [5] for more detailed discussion. 
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Theorem 3.9 If a graph G is completely reducible, there 

exists an optimal final reduced graph G=>. [] 

Theorem 3.10 The optimal final reduced graph Go of a graph G, 

if it exists, is unique. [] 

Theorem 3.11 A descriptor tree T describing a graph G is 

optimal if and only if the number of its internal nodes is 

minimal. [] 

Theorems 3.9 to 3.11 essentially guarantee the existence 

of an unique optimal descriptor tree with the fewest number of 

internal nodes for an edge-solvable graph. 

In [5], an 0(N3ln(N)) algorithm for finding the optimal 

descriptor tree of an edge-solvable graph was presented. A 

faster incremental algorithm of time complexity 0(N2) is 

presented in Chapter 4. 

Before proceeding to discuss the algorithm for the 

generation of starvation-free semaphore solution, two macros 

and their applications to the Generalized Readers and Writers 

Problem are discussed. 

The PS and PPS Macros 

The solution of Figure 1.3 for the Readers and Writers 

Problem is not starvation-free. The macros PS and PPS 

introduced below are useful in constructing an efficient 

starvation-free solution. 

PS(X,M) : P (M) ; 

P (X) ; 
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V (M) ; 

PPS(c,X,G,M) : p (M) ; 

PP(c,X,G); 

V(M) ; 

A starvation-free semaphore solution of the Readers and 

Writers Problem using the PS and PPS macros is shown in Figure 

3.3. 

Readers 

Entry : PPS(c, X,G,M); 

Exit : W(c,X,G); 

Writers 

Entry : PS(X,M); 

Exit : V(X); 

Figure 3.3 A starvation-free solution for the Readers and 

Writers Problem. 

Since a Reader cannot be starved, we need to consider the 

Writers only. Essentially, the newly added gate semaphore M 

m the PS and PPS macros guarantees a FIFO order on the 

completion of the entry sections of all nodes. Hence, when a 

Writer is blocked at P(X), all incoming Readers will be 

blocked at P(M). Therefore, when the last critical Reader 

leaves its critical section, it signals V(X) to allow the 

Writer to complete P (X). Hence, the Writers cannot be starved 

indefinitely. 

These two macros can also be to used in the solution of 
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the Generalized Readers and Writers Problem. m this problem, 

there are Writers and groups of Readers. All Writers are 

mutually exclusive to all other processes. All Readers are 

mutually exclusive to all other processes, except for the 

Readers in their own group. The starvation-free semaphore 

solution for the Generalized Readers and Writers Problem is 

shown in Figure 3.4. 

Writers 

Entry : PS(X,M); 

Exit : V(X); 

Readers of group i 

Entry : PPS(c±,X,G±,M); 

Exit : W ( C A , X , G A ) ; 

Figure 3.4 A starvation-free solution for the Generalized 

Readers and Writers problem 

Theorem 3.12 The synchronizer of Figure 3.4 is a 

starvation-free solution of the Generalized Readers and 

Writers Problem. 

Proof 

By analyzing the synchronizer, one can see that every 

process contains a P (X) operation in its entry section. 

Furthermore, the only case in which a process p need not 

complete the P(X) before entering its critical section is when 

P is a Reader in group j and one or more Readers of group j 

have already completed the P(X). m this case, c, is greater 
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than 0 before p increments it by 1 in PP (Cj,X,G;j) . Hence, two 

processes can only be in their critical sections at the same 

time when they are Readers in the same group. This shows that 

the solution satisfies both the mutual exclusion constraint 

and the minimal exclusion constraint. 

Furthermore, the cycle condition for a deadlock is not 

satisfied since all processes issue P(M) before P(X), and 

Readers in group j issue P(Gj) before P(X) and after P (M). 

The absence of starvation is guaranteed by the fact that 

every process issues the P (M) operation as its first 

instruction in its entry section. Hence, no process can be 

overtaken infinitely many times by any other process. [] 

The importance of this solution is that any problem with a 

descriptor tree with no more than three levels can be regarded 

as a generalized Readers and Writers Problem. More 

importantly, it can be used as a building block for problems 

with descriptor trees with more levels. 

Starvation-Free Solutions 

The following algorithm generates an efficient 

starvation-free semaphore solution for an edge-solvable mutual 

exclusion problem. The algorithm is based on the algorithms 

for the generation of deadlock-free solutions in [1,5]. With 

the introduction of the macros PS and PPS and an improvement 

in the code generation phase, starvation-free solutions are 

generated automatically and quickly. The code generated xs xn 
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a Pascal-like syntax. The string concatenation operator is 

denoted by &. 

[Algorithm 3.1] Automatic generation of efficient 

starvation-free semaphore solutions for edge-solvable 

problems. 

[Input] A mutual exclusion problem G(V,E). 

[Output] The starvation-free semaphore solution of G if it is 

edge-solvable. The code for the entry and exit sections of 

any node p in V are stored in the variables entry (p) and 

exit(p) respectively. 

[1] Find the optimal descriptor tree T of G. If T does not 

exist, then G is not edge-solvable. Report so and stop. 

[2] If the root node of T is a leaf 

then { G has only one node } 

stop { no synchronization code is necessary } 

end if; 

entry (root) < — 

exit (root) < — 

[3] for i=0 to depth(T) step 2 do 

for each interior node x in level i do 

Let Xij, M±j be two new semaphores. 

if all children of x are leaves 

then 

for each child y of x do 

entry(y) < — entry(x) & "P(X±j);" 

exit (y) < — "V (X± j); " & exit (x) 
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end for 

else { some children of x are interior nodes } 

for each child y of x do 

if y is a leave 

then { y is a simple node } 

entry(y) < — entry(x) & "PS(X±j,M±j);" 

exit (y) < — "V (Xij); " & exit (x) 

else { y is an interior node } 

Let c±k be a new counting variable and 

G±* be a new semaphore. 

for each child z of y do 

entry(z) < — entry(x) & 

"PPS(c±*,X±j,G±k,M±j);" 

exit (z) < — "W(c±JC,X± j, Gi-k) ; " & 

exit(x) 

end for 

end if 

end for 

end if 

end for 

end for. 

[4] stop. 

Example 3.8 Algorithm 3.1 generates the solution of Figure 

3.4 for the Generalized Readers and Writers problem. [] 

Example 3.9 Figure 3.5 shows the graph 

G({a,b,c,d,e,f}, 
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{ (a,b), (a, c), (b,d), (b,e) , (b, f), 

(c,d), (c,e), (c, f), (e,f) }) . 

Its descriptor tree T and descriptor string are shown in 

Figure 3.6. The code entry(x) and exit(x) of every node x of 

T generated by Algorithm 3.1 are shown in Figure 3.7. [] 

Figure 3.5 A graph G 

The descriptor tree T s 

D 9 = ((a | d 1 (e+f) ) + <b|c)) 

Figure 3.6 The descriptor tree and string of the graph G 
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Node x entry (x) exit(x) 

p,q, r empty empty 

a,d, s PPS (cii,Xii,Gii,Mn) ; W ( c i i ( X n ( G n ) , 

fa f c PPS (Cl2,Xll,Gl2,Mx X) ; VV(Cl2 fXll/ G12) } 

e,f PPS(cix,Xxi,Gxi,Mn); V (X31) ; 

P(Xax); W(cxx,Xxx, Gxx) ; 

Figure 3.7 Code generated for the nodes of the descriptor 

tree T by Algorithm 3.1 

Informally, Algorithm 3.1 generates code by going down the 

descriptor tree two levels at a time. Child and grandchild 

nodes inherit the code from their parent and grandparent 

respectively. A PPS macro is appended to the entry code of 

the grandchild node, whereas a P or PS is appended to the 

child node, depending on whether all child nodes are leaves or 

not. The following lemmas show the correctness of the 

algorithm. Note that solutions generated by Algorithm 3.1 are 

PV—block synchronizers and therefore, by Theorem 2.8, it is 

only necessary to consider the entry sections, and not the 

exit sections. 

Theorem 3.13 Algorithm 3.1 generates identical code for nodes 

similar to each other. 

Proof 

If two nodes are similar, they have the same parent in the 

descriptor tree T of the graph. From step [3] of the 
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algorithm, they must have identical code. [] 

Theorem 3.14 The synchronizer generated by Algorithm 3.1 

satisfies the mutual exclusion constraint. 

Proof 

Suppose nodes p and q are neighbors. If they are weakly 

similar to each other, then the last instruction in their 

entry sections is PS(X±j,M±j), where i is the level of their 

common parent. Therefore, they issue the same P(X±j) within 

the PS macro and cannot be in their critical sections at the 

same time. 

If p and q are not weakly similar to each other, then 

there is a node r in the descriptor tree T which is their 

least common ancestor. Furthermore, by Theorem 3.1, the value 

of r must be *+'. By inspecting Algorithm 3.1, there are 

three possible situations, where i is the level of the node r 

in the descriptor tree: 

(1) both nodes contain the code PS(X±j,Mij), 

(2) one node contains the code.PS(Xij,M±j) and the other 

contain the code PPS (Cik,Xi j,G±ic,M± j), or 

(3) one node contains the code PPS(Cik,X±j,G±k,M±j) and 

the other contains the code PPS(Cii,Xij,G±i,M±j), where k is 

not equal to 1. 

In all three cases, p and q satisfy the mutual exclusion 

constraint. Hence, the synchronizer generated by Algorithm 

3.1 is a ME-synchronizer. [] 

T.aiwiia 3.15 The ME-synchronizer generated by Algorithm 3.1 is 
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deadlock-free. 

Proof 

For any two nodes, their entry sections contain 

(1) a same sequence, possibly empty, of PPS, PS or P, 

followed by, 

(2) sequences, possibly empty, of PPS, PS or P with 

different parameters. 

Therefore, all semaphores are issued in order and the 

cycle condition for deadlock cannot satisfied. Thus, the 

ME-synchronizer generated is a solution. [] 

Lemma 3.16 The solution generated by Algorithm 3.1 satisfies 

the minimum exclusion constraint. 

Proof 

Suppose two nodes p and q are not neighbors. There exists 

a node r in the descriptor tree T that is their least common 

ancestor. Furthermore, by Theorem 3.2, the value of r must be 

'|. The entry sections of p and q are thus composed of the 

same list of PPS macros, with the same parameters, down to 

node r, plus a different list of PPS, PS and/or P operations, 

generated from node r to p and q respectively. As discussed 

in the Generalized Readers and Writers Problem, p and q cannot 

block each other in the first list of PPS macros. For the 

remaining PPS, PS and/or P operations, different semaphores 

are involved so that one process cannot block the other. 

Therefore, the minimum exclusion constraint is satisfied. [] 

Lemma 3.17 The solution generated by Algorithm 3.1 is 
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starvation-free. 

Proof 

Since strong semaphores are used and there is no 

competition starvation, the only possible starvation is 

foodless starvation. An analysis of the algorithm reveals that 

for any process waiting at any semaphore P(S), some process 

will issue a V(S) within finite time and hence no foodless 

starvation is possible. 

Of all the semaphores used in the entry sections, the only 

one that needs to be considered is the semaphore X in PS(X,M). 

However, if a process p is waiting at P(X) in the PS(X,M) 

macro, it must have completed the P(M). 

The process q that has completed P(X) to block p can 

either do so in a PS(X,M) or a PPS(c,X,G,M). In the former 

case, by analyzing Algorithm 3.1, q will signal a V(X) at its 

exit section. In the latter case, since other processes can 

no longer go through the P(M) in a PPS(c,X,G,M), then within a 

finite time, the counting variable c will be decremented to 

zero. Therefore, a V(X) operation within the W(c,X,G) will 

be signalled, as processes leave their exit sections. [] 

Theorem 3.18 Algorithm 3.1 generates starvation-free 

solutions for edge-solvable mutual exclusion problems. 

Proof 

By combining the Lemmas 13 to 17. [] 
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Properties of Algorithm 3.1 

Let us consider the time complexity of Algorithm 3.1. 

Chapter 4 discusses an 0(N2) algorithm for step [1]. Step [2] 

of Algorithm 3.1 takes constant time. In step [3], each node 

in the descriptor tree is visited once for the generation of 

code associated with it. Since there are at most 2N - 1 nodes 

(N leaves and fewer than N internal nodes), the time 

complexity is 0(N). Hence, the time complexity of the entire 

algorithm is only 0(N2). This is quite acceptable since N-, 

the total number of edges, is of order of N2. 

To describe the solutions generated by Algorithm 3.1, the 

following control discipline is introduced. 

[Third starvation-free discipline] 

A node p is blocked or remains blocked if it has a 

critical neighbor. The node p may also be blocked or remain 

blocked if one of its neighbors is already blocked earlier. 

If p has no critical neighbors and no blocked neighbors, then 

p is not blocked. [] 

This control discipline is characterized by the following 

critical and blocking sets for any node p in V: 

C(p) = N(p) , and 

B(p) is a subset of N (p). 

Theorem 3.19 The solution generated by Algorithm 3.1 

satisfies the third starvation-free discipline. 

Proof 

It is easy to see that C(p) = N(p). To prove the 
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assertion on the blocking sets, consider two non-neighboring 

nodes p and q. The code of the critical sections of p and q 

consists of 

(1) a sequence of PPS with the same parameters, followed 

by 

(2) a different sequence of PPS, PS and/or P with 

different parameters. 

Suppose that p has no critical or blocked neighbor. If p 

is blocked by a blocked q, it must be blocked in a 

PPS(c,X,G,M) in the first sequence. If q has already 

successfully completed PPS (c,X,G,M), p cannot be blocked. 

Hence, q must also be blocked at the same PPS(c,X,G,M). 

Therefore, to block q, there exists a node r that has 

completed a PPS(X,M) or a PPS(c',X,G',M). In either case, r 

is a neighbor of p because, otherwise, r should include 

PPS(c,X,G,M) instead, a contradiction. Since r blocks q, r 

must be a blocked entering node or a critical node. This 

contradicts the assumption that p has no blocked or critical 

neighbor. Hence, a non-neighboring node of p cannot be an 

element of B(p). [] 

In Algorithm 3.1, the number of semaphores X±j is equal to 

the number of internal nodes with a value of '+'. The number 

of semaphores M±j used is equal to the number of '+'-valued 

nodes with at least one internal child node. The number of 

semaphores G±* used is equal to the number of |̂' -valued nodes 

in the descriptor tree. 
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Hence, the total number of semaphores used is equal to the 

number of internal nodes plus the number of '+'-valued nodes 

that have at least one internal child node. This is bounded 

by 2N but is usually much smaller. For example, in the 

Readers and Writers Problem, only three semaphores are used, 

no matter how many Readers and Writers there are. Therefore, 

the number of semaphores used is at least comparable to that 

of the standard monitor-like semaphore solution. 

Furthermore, the total number of counting variables is 

also equal to the number of AI'-valued node. Although it is 

difficult to obtain a least upper bound for the number of such 

interior nodes, it is less than N. In fact, N is not the 

least upper bound. This is because the total number of all 

internal nodes is at most N - 1. For example, the graph 

G = G({a,b,c,d},{ (a,b), (a,c), (b,c), (c,d) }) . 

has four nodes and a descriptor string of 

Dg = ( (a | c) + (b | d)) . 

The number of '-valued internal nodes is equal to two, the 

maximum possible for graphs of four nodes. 

The time spent in updating the counting variables is also 

significantly shorter. Furthermore, the blocking sets are 

smaller and the entry and exit sections are shorter. Thus, 

this is a much better solution than the monitor-like solution. 

The major advantage of Algorithm 3.1 (for the third 

starvation-free discipline) over Algorithm 2.1 (for the second 

starvation-free discipline) is that more parallelism is 
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allowed. This is reflected in a smaller possible-blocking set 

and an empty sure-blocking set. For Algorithm 2.1, no two 

processes can be inside their entry sections at the same time, 

resulting in the delay of executions of critical sections. 

Furthermore, the number of semaphores used in Algorithm 3.1 is 

at worst not significantly more and is usually much smaller. 

Therefore, this is the algorithm of choice for edge-solvable 

problems. 

Chapter 5 deals with problems that are not edge solvable. 
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CHAPTER 4 

AN INCREMENTAL ALGORITHM FOR GRAPH REDUCTION 

In this chapter, an incremental 0(N2) algorithm for graph 

reduction is presented. Starting with a subsystem of two 

neighboring nodes, nodes that are connected to the subsystem 

are added one by one until either the new subsystem is found 

not to be edge-solvable or the final reduced graph is found. 

Introduction 

The first step of Algorithm 3.1 is to find the optimal 

descriptor tree Tg of a graph G. Algorithm 4.1 shows a 

straightforward but inefficient approach for doing so [1,2]. 

[Algorithm 4.1] Straightforward approach for finding of a 

graph G. 

[Input] A simple mutual exclusion graph G. 

[Output] If G is edge-solvable, then its optimal descriptor 

tree T=j is returned. Otherwise, the fact that G is not 

edge-solvable is reported. 

[1] Initialization. 

G' (V',E' ) < — G (V, E) . 

[2] Reduction. 

While there is more than one node in V' do [2.1] to 

[2.2] . 

97 
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[2.1] If there do not exist two similar nodes p and q 

in V', then report that G is not solvable and 

stop. 

[2.2] Reduce G' by creating a composite node c for 

for the similar set S = {p,q}. Store the 

reduced graph back to G'. 

[3] Optimization. 

Let T be the descriptor tree of the only node left in V'. 

Optimize T by transversing it and using the associativity 

properties of the descriptor strings. The optimized 

descriptor tree is Tej. 

[4] Stop. 

The most time consuming step in Algorithm 4.1 is finding 

two similar nodes in step [2.1] . If there are M nodes in V' 

at an iteration of step [2.1], there are M(M-l)/2 pairs of 

nodes to compare in the worst case. For each comparison, all 

neighbors of both nodes are matched to each other. This takes 

a maximum of N matching. Hence, in general, it takes 0(N3) 

calculations to perform an iteration of step [2.1] because M 

has a value from 2 to N. Since N-l iterations are required to 

generate Tg, Algorithm 4.1 has a time complexity of 0(N
4). 

Before presenting the 0(N2) algorithm, the following 

useful definitions are introduced. 

Definition 4.1 Let a and b be two nodes in V of a graph 

G(V,E). If nodes p and q are in R(a) and R(b) respectively, 

then p and q are said to be connected if nodes a and b are 
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neighbors of each other in G. [] 

Definition 4.2 If G=G(V,E), then node p is said to be added 

to G to form a new graph G'(V',E') if for the simple graph 

G"(V",E") such that G" ==> G or G" = G, 

(1) p is not in V", 

(2) V' = V" U {p}, and 

(3) G" is a subsystem of G'. [] 

The notion of adding a node p to a graph is to add a 

process p to a system of processes, while retaining existing 

mutual exclusion constraints between all existing processes in 

the original system. In Algorithm 4.2, to be discussed in the 

next section, we start with a subsystem of a graph G, and add 

nodes incrementally to form new and larger subsystems. 

Definition 4.3 Let a be a node of a mutual exclusion graph 

G=G(V,E) and p be a simple node to be added to G to form 

G'(V',E'). Node a is said to be fully connected to p if R(a) 

is a subset of N (p). Node a is said to be fully disconnected 

(or simply disconnected) from p if R(a) and N (p) are disjoint. 

If node a is neither fully connected nor fully disconnected, 

it is said to be partially connected to p. In this case, 

there exist simple nodes x and y in R(a) such that p is a 

neighbor in G' of x but not of y. [] 

It is easy to see that if a is a simple node, then it 

cannot be partially connected to a node p. 

Example 4.1 In a graph G({a,b,c},{(a,b),(b,c)}), node a and b 

are composite nodes representing the strongly similar sets 
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{w,x} and {y,z}. The equivalent simple graph G" of G is 

G" ({c,w,x,y,z},{ (c,y), (c,z),(w,y), (w,z), (x,y), (x,z)}). 

If a node p is added to G to form G' such that p is connected 

to node z only, then p is disconnected from nodes a and c and 

partially connected to node b. The newly formed graph G' is 

G' ({c,p,w,x,y,z},{(c,p), (c,y), (c,z), (p,z), (w,y), (w,z), 

(x,y), (x,z) }) . 

It can be reduced to the graph 

Gf({((((c|x|w)+y)|p)+z)},{}). [] 

The concept of neighbor sets can be generalized both to a 

composite node and a set of nodes. 

Definition 4.4 The neighbor set of a simple node is the set 

of all its neighbors. The neighbor set of a composite node c 

is 

N(c) = {x|x is in N(y) where y is in R(c)} - R(c). 

If R be a set of nodes, then 

N(R) = {x|x in N(y) where y is in R} - R. [] 

Example 4.2 In the graph G of Example 4.1, 

N(a) = {y,z}, 

N (b) = {w,x,c}, and 

N({a,b}) = {c}. [] 

The Incremental Algorithm 

Algorithm 4.2, which finds the optimal descriptor tree Tg 

for a mutual exclusion graph G, is presented below. In 

essence, Algorithm 4.2 begins with a subsystem of G with two 
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neighboring nodes and then adds nodes to form larger 

subsystems. For every node added, the algorithm determines 

the edge-solvability of the new subsystem. If it is 

edge-solvable, the corresponding optimal descriptor tree is 

generated. This process is repeated until either G is found 

to be not edge-solvable or all nodes have been added 

successfully and the descriptor tree of G generated. The 

pointer notation A is used so that wA is the tree-node pointed 

to by w. 

[Algorithm 4.2] Incremental algorithm for finding the optimal 

descriptor tree Tg of a simple graph G. 

[Input] A simple mutual exclusion graph G(V,E). 

[Output] If G is edge-solvable, then returns Tg, the optimal 

descriptor tree of G. Otherwise, reports that G is not 

edge-solvable. 

[1] Test if G has only one node. 

If G has only one node, then stop after report that G is 

edge-solvable and that Tg contains the only node as its root. 

[2] Initialization. 

Arbitrarily select a node a in V and another node b in 

N(a) . 

V' < — {a,b} 

U < — V - V' 

Form the descriptor tree T such that its root has a value 

of '+' and there are two children of the root, representing 

nodes a and b respectively (i.e., the corresponding descriptor 
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string, D, is (a+b)). 

Let the pointer variable root point to the root of T. 

[3] Main loop for adding nodes incrementally. 

While U is not empty do [3.1] to [3.5]. 

[3.1] Mark T with respect to p and test if p is 

connected to all nodes in R. 

Let p be a node in U and N(V'). 

Mark-nodes(root,p) 

If root" is fully connected to p, then 

insert p as a child of rootA 

V' < — V' U {p} 

U < — U - {p} 

goto [3.5] 

end if 

w < — root. 

[3.2] Preparing for adding p to T. 

Let X, Y, Z be the sets of children of wA that 

are fully connected to, disconnected from and 

partially connected to p. 

[3.3] Processing a '+'-valued wA. 

If wA = '+', then do [3.3a] to [3.3c]. 

[3.3a] If Z is empty then 

add-node(p,w,X,'+',T). 

goto [3.5] 

end if. 

[3.3b] {Z is not empty} 
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If Card(Z) = 1 and X is empty then 

Set w to point to the only element 

in Z. 

goto [3.2] 

end if. 

[3.3c] {(Card(Z) > 1 ) or (X and Z are both not 

empty)} 

Report that G is not edge-solvable and 

stop. 

[3.4] Processing a '|'-valued wA. 

{w- = f r } 

[3.4a] If Z is empty then 

add-node(p,w,Y,'| ',T) 

goto [3.5] 

end if. 

[3.4b] {Z is not empty} 

If Card(Z) = 1 and Y is empty then 

Set w to point to the only element 

in Z. 

goto [3.2] 

end if. 

[3.4c] {(Card(Z) > 1) or (Y and Z are both not 

empty)} 

Report that G is not edge-solvable and 

stop. 

[3.5] Continue. 
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[4] Done. 

Report that G is edge-solvable and T is its optimal 

descriptor tree. 

Stop. 

In Algorithm 4.2, the set V' is the set of nodes that have 

been successfully added while the set U is the nodes waiting 

to be added. T is the descriptor tree of the subsystem G' of 

G with V' as its set of nodes. 

Mark-nodes(c,p) is a recursive procedure that marks every 

tree-node of the descriptor subtree of the node c with 

respect to the node p. All nodes in Tc are marked as fully 

connected to, disconnected from or partially connected to p. 

[Procedure Mark-nodes(c,p)] 

[Input: parameters] c : the node whose descriptor tree 

is to be marked. 

p : the simple node used to mark c. 

[Output parameters] None. 

[Side effect] All nodes of the descriptor tree of the node c 

are marked with respect to the node p. 

[1] If c is a simple node then 

If c is a neighbor of p then 

Mark c as fully connected to p 

else 

Mark c as disconnected from p 

end if 
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Return 

end if. 

[2] {c is not a simple node} 

For all children x of c do 

Mark-nodes(x,p) 

If all children of c are fully connected to p then 

Mark c as fully connected to p 

Return 

end if 

If all children of c are disconnected from p then 

Mark c as disconnected from p 

Return 

end if 

Mark c as partially connected to p 

Return. 

The procedure Add-node is called when the new subsystem 

formed by adding node p is found to be edge-solvable. 

Effectively, Add-node(p,w,X,v,T) adds the node p to the 

descriptor tree T under the subtree with root pointed by w 

using value v. X is the set of children of wA to be "grouped" 

with p. Furthermore, Add-node updates the sets U and V'. 

[Procedure Add-node (p,w,X,v,T)] 

[Input parameters] p : node to be added. 

w : the pointer to the node under which 

p is added. 
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X : the set of children of wA to be 

grouped with p so that the 

composite node representing X is 

similar to p. 

v : the value, '\' or under which 

p and X are grouped. 

T : the current descriptor tree. 

[Output parameters] None. 

[Side effects] The node p is added under wA, together with 

X, grouped with a value v. 

U and V' are updated by adding and 

subtracting p respectively. 

[1] Remove all subtrees whose roots are elements of X from w. 

[2] If Card(X) = 1 then 

Create a new tree-node rA with the value v and 

two children: p and the only element of X. 

else 

Create a new tree-node sA with a value v* (if v 

is 'I' then v* is if v is then v* is '\') 

and with all elements in X as children. 

Create another new tree-node rA with a value v and 

with two children p and sA. 

end if. 

[3] Insert rA as a child of w. 

[4] U < — U - {p} 

V' < — V' U {p} 
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Return. 

Example 4.3 As an example of the procedure Add-node, let X= 

{xi,X2}, v—'+' and y be the only other child of wA. The 

tree-node wA can be described by the descriptor string 

(xi|xz|y). 

After executing add-node(p,w,X,v,T), wA becomes 

( ((X! |x2)+p) |y) . [] 

Example 4.4 As an example of Algorithm 4.2, consider the 

graph 

G({a,b,c,d,e}, { (a,b), (a, c), (a,d), (a, e), (b, c) , (c, e) }) . 

In Algorithm 4.2, suppose nodes a and b are taken to form T in 

step [2] and nodes c, d and e are picked up in that order at 

step [3.1]. The following descriptor strings describe the 

descriptor trees built in order. 

(a11>) built at step [2] 

(a+b+c) built at step [3.1] 

(a+((b+c)|d)) built at step [3.4a] 

(a+(((b|e)+c)Id)) built at step [3.3a]. [] 

Correctness of the Algorithm 

The correctness of Algorithm 4.2 is proved in this 

section. 

Lemma 4.1 The node wA in step [3.2] is always partially 

connected to p. 

Proof 
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Step [3.2] can be reached from steps [3.1], [3.3b] or 

[3.4b]. If we reach [3.2] from [3.1], then wA is the root of 

T, and since p is in N(V), it is not disconnected from wA. 

Furthermore, the if statement in [3.1] guarantees that wA is 

not fully connected to p. Hence, wA is partially connected to 

P-

Similarly, the control flows from [3.3b] or [3.4b] to 

[3.2] only if the conditions of the if statements are 

satisfied and wA is partially connected to p. [] 

The concept of proper connectedness is introduced before 

other lemmas are discussed. 

Definition 4.5 Let T be the optimal descriptor tree of a 

graph G(V,E) and node a be an internal node of T. A node p 

which is either in V or has been added to G to form G' is said 

to be properly connected to T with respect to (w.r.t.) node a 

if it satisfies the following properties for all ancestors g 

of a in T. 

(1) If g is ' |'-valued, then for every child x of g that 

is not an ancestor of a (or a itself), R(x) and N(p) are 

disjoint. 

(2) If g is '+'-valued, then for every child x of g that 

is not an ancestor of a (or a itself), R(x) is a subset of 

N(p). [] 

Noted that if the node p is to be added to the graph G, 

then the condition on R(x) in (1) says that x is fully 

connected to p. Similarly, the condition in (2) is 
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interpreted as saying that x to be disconnected from p. 

Lemma 4.2 Let a be an internal node in an optimal descriptor 

tree T and x be in R(a), then x is properly connected to T 

w.r.t. a. 

Proof 

This can be proved easily from the definitions of 

composite nodes and descriptor trees. [] 

Lemma 4.3 In step [3.2], node p is properly connected to T 

w.r.t. wA. 

Proof 

Let q* be the current tree-node pointed to by w and qo, 

qi, . .., qk-i be the previous nodes pointed to by w in that 

order. From [3.1], it is easy to see that qo is the root of 

T. Therefore, p is properly connected to T w.r.t. qo since qo 
$ 

has no ancestor. Furthermore, steps [3.3b] and [3.4b] are the 

only steps that change the node pointed to by w and they 

always change w to point to one of its children. Therefore, 

q± is the parent of q±+i. 

Suppose p is properly connected to T w.r.t. qo, qx,... and 

q±. If q± = '|', then [3.3b] requires the set X to be empty 

and hence all children of q±, except q±+x (the only element in 

2) are disconnected from p. If qi = then [3.4b] re qui re s 

that the set Y be empty. Hence all children of q±, except 

q±+x (the only element in Z) are fully connected to p. In 

either case, node p is properly connected to T w.r.t. qi+i. 

This completes the proof by induction. [] 
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Lemma 4.4 Algorithm 4.2 terminates in finite time. 

Furthermore, the algorithm either reports that G is not 

edge-solvable or returns a descriptor tree. 

Proof 

In Algorithm 4.2, step [3] is executed at most N-2 times, 

since U initially contains N—2 elements and every time step 

[3] is executed, a node is removed from U. Therefore, it 

takes exactly N-2 executions of step [3] to empty U, 

satisfying the exit condition for step [3]. Furthermore, 

within an execution of [3], steps [3.2] to [3.4] can be 

executed at most k times, where k is the depth of T at the 

time. This follows from the fact that every execution of the 

steps may 

(1) terminate the execution of [3] (by fulfilling the 

conditions of [3.3a] or [3.4a]), or 

(2) terminate the entire algorithm (by executing [3.3c] 

or [3.4c]), or 

(3) assign w to point to one of the children of the node 

that was previously pointed to by w. 

In case (3), this can be done at most k times. 

Furthermore, if Algorithm 4.2 terminates at [3.3c] or [3.4c], 

it reports that the graph is not edge-solvable. The only 

other place for termination of Algorithm 4.2 is at step [4] 

In this case, the descriptor tree T is returned. [] 

Lemma 4.5 If step [3.3a] or [3.4a] is executed successfully 

to terminate an execution of step [3], the procedure add-node 
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updates the descriptor tree T to correctly describe the new 

subsystem formed by adding node p to G'(V',E'). Furthermore, 

T remains optimal. 

Proof 

If [3.3a] is successfully completed, then wA has the value 

'I' and Z is empty. By Lemma 4.1, wA is partially connected 

to p. Hence, both X and Y are non-empty. By Lemmas 4.2 and 

4.3, node p and all nodes in R(wA) are properly connected to T 

with respect to wA. Hence, they have the same neighbors 

except for themselves. There are four different types of 

nodes with respect to their relation to p (see Figure 4.1). 

(1) nodes as's in X which are connected to p. 

(2) bt's in Y which are not connected to either as's or 

P. 

(3) Cu's in the children of '|'-valued ancestors of wA, 

except one having wA as descendant. Nodes cu's are not 

connected to a^'s, bt's or p. 

(4) dv's in the children of valued ancestors of wA, 

except one having wA as descendant. Nodes d^'s are connected 

to all as's, bt's and p. 

Hence, p is connected only to the as's and dv's. A close 

inspection of Figure 4.1 reveals that there is no F-subsystem 

involving p in the new graph. Since the original graph is 

edge-solvable, there is also no F-subsystem not involving p. 

Hence the new graph is edge-solvable. 

To form the descriptor tree, let X={ai,a2,...,aj} and 
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Y={bi,b2,...,bk}. Note that before adding p, wA is given by 

(ai | a2 | . . . | a j | bx | b2 | . . . | bit) . Also note that only the subtree 

of wA needs to be changed. Within wA, the connections between 

a±'s, bj's and p are given in Figure 4.2. One can see that 

when j > 1, after the node p is added, the corresponding 

optimal descriptor string is given by 

(((ai|as|...|aj)+p)|bx|bz|...|bk)). 

If j = 1, the corresponding optimal descriptor string is given 

by 

((ax+p) | bx | bz I ... | bic) . 

It is easy to see that the procedure add-node correctly 

generates the descriptor trees for these descriptor strings. 

The case for [3.4a] can be proved in a similar manner. [] 

6' vi 

Figure 4.1 Different types of nodes as related to p 
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Figure 4.2 The connections of nodes in wA to p 

Lemma 4.6 If step [3.3c] or [3.4c] is executed, then the 

graph is not edge-solvable. 

Proof 

If [3.3c] is executed, then wA has a value of '|' and 

either (1) Card(Z) > 1 or (2) Card(Z) = 1 and X is non-empty. 

In case (1), there exist zi and z2 in Z that are partially 

connected to p. Also, since T is optimal, zi and z2 have the 

value Therefore, there exist'nodes a and b in R(zx) such 

that (a) p is connected to a but not to b and (b) a is 

connected to b. (b) is true because zi has the value 

Furthermore, there exists a node c in R(z2) such that c is 

connected to p. Because wA has a value of ' , c is not 

connected to either a or b. Therefore, bapc is an F-subsystem 

and G is not edge-solvable. 

In case (2), for the only element zi of Z, there exist 
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nodes a and b in R(zi) such that p is connected to a but not 

to b. Since X is not empty, for any element xi of X, every 

node c in R(xi) is connected to p. Therefore, by an argument 

similar to the above, bapc is an F-subsystem and G is not 

edge-solvable. 

If [3.4c] is executed, then wA has the value '+' and 

either (1) Card(Z) > 1 or (2) Card(Z) = 1 and Y is non-empty. 

In case (1), there exist zi and z2 in Z that are partially 

connected to p. Furthermore, both zi and z2 have the value 

I' since T is optimal. Therefore, there exist nodes a and b 

in R(zi) and node c in R(z2) such that (a) p is connected to a 

but not to b or c and (b) b is connected to c. The subsystem 

bcap is an F-subsystem and G is thus not edge-solvable. 

Similarly, in case (2), for zi in Z and yi in Y, there 

exist nodes a and b in R(zi) and c in R(yi) such that p is 

connected to a but not to b or c. Hence, bcap is an 

F-subsystem and G is not edge-solvable. [] 

Theorem 4.7 Algorithm 4.2 is correct. 

Proof 

By combining Lemmas 4.4 to 4.6. [] 

Properties and Discussions 

The time complexity of the Algorithm 4.2 is analyzed 

below. For an edge-solvable problem, the number of iterations 

of step [3] is exactly N-2. If k is the number of nodes in 

V', then there are at most 2k-l tree-nodes in T. Since k has 
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a value from 2 to N, step [3.1] takes 0(N) time. The number 

of iterations of steps [3.2] to [3.4] is at most d, the depth 

of T. Since d < k <= N, it also takes 0(N) time. Hence, one 

iteration of [3] takes 0(N) time, and Algorithm 4.2 has a time 

complexity of 0(N2). This is far better than the 

straightforward 0(N4) algorithm. 

Since ordering the nodes of a mutual exclusion graph in a 

particular manner is unlikely to be helpful, fast sorting 

algorithms of 0(N*ln(N)) complexity may not be useful. 

Furthermore, since the number of edges is of the order N2 and 

every edge must be checked for building the descriptor tree, 

it seems that 0(N2) may be the optimal time. It would be 

interesting if a formal proof of this were available. 

In the next two chapters, problems that are not 

edge-solvable are considered. 
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CHAPTER 5 

GENERAL MUTUAL EXCLUSION PROBLEMS 

In this chapter, general mutual exclusion problems that 

are not necessarily edge-solvable are considered. Although 

there are many papers on special problems [1-6], there are no 

paper on general problems, with the exception of [7,8]. Two 

solutions are proposed here. The first solution, an improved 

version of [7,8], associates a semaphore with every edge in 

the graph, and the second a semaphore with every node. In 

general, these are less efficient than the edge-solvable 

solutions of Algorithm 3.1, but still much better than the 

monitor-like solutions. 

Edge-Associated Synchronizers 

In this section, the concept of edge-associated semaphores 

is introduced. They are used to construct edge-associated 

synchronizers, which are special cases of PV-block 

synchronizers. Starvation—free edge—associated solutions are 

then discussed in the next section. 

Definition 5.1 If (p,q) is an edge in E and X is a semaphore, 

then X is said to be associated with (p,q) (or X is the 

edge-associated semaphore of (p,q)) if P-node(X) = V-node(X) = 

{p,q}- [] 

117 
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Definition 5.2 An edge-associated semaphore synchronizer for 

a mutual exclusion problem G(V,E) is a semaphore synchronizer 

such that 

(1) every edge in E has an edge-associated semaphore, 

(2) the nodes are linearly ordered so that the entry 

section of each node is composed of P operations on the 

semaphores associated with all of its incident edges in order, 

and 

(3) the exit section of each node is composed of V 

operations on the semaphores associated with all of its 

incident edges in order. [] 

Hence, the entry sections of an edge-associated 

synchronizer are composed only of P operations whereas the 

exit sections are composed only of V operations. Therefore, 

the edge-associated synchronizer is actually a special case of 

the PV-block synchronizer. 

Example 5.1 Figure 5.1 depicts the graph 

G({a,b,c,d,e,f}, 

{(a,b), (a, c) , (b,d), (b,e), (c,d), (c,f), (e, f) }) . 

Note that G is not edge-solvable because of the existence of 

F-subsystems (such as abef and bacf). Hence, Algorithm 3.1 

cannot be used to generate a starvation-free solution. An 

edge—associated synchronizer is shown in Figure 5.2. [] 
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Figure 5.1 A mutual exclusion graph G 
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Node a 

entry : P(Sab); P (Sao); 

exit : V(Sac); V(Sab); 

Node b 

entry : P (Sab); P (Sbd); P (St>®) ; 

exit : V (Sb«) ; V (Sbci) ; V (Sab) ; 

Node c 

entry : P(Sac) ; P (Scd); P (Scf); 

exit : V (Sef) ; V (Scd) ; V (Sao); 

Node d 

entry : P (Sb<i) ; P (Scd) ; 

exit : V (Scd) ; V(Sbd); 

Node e 

entry : P (Ste); P (Sef); 

exit : V(Sef); V(Sb«); 

Node f 

entry : P(Scf); P(Sef); 

exit : V(Sef); V(Scf); 

Figure 5.2 A starvation-free edge-associated semaphore 

solution for the graph G of Figure 5.1 
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The following lemmas establish two nice properties of the 

edge-associated synchronizer. Note that since the 

edge-associated synchronizer is a special case of the PV-block 

synchronizer, we do not need to consider exit sections in 

constraint satisfaction. 

Tjimna 5.1 if the absence of deadlock constraint is satisfied 

by an edge-associated synchronizer using strong semaphores, 

then the absence of starvation constraint is also satisfied. 

Proof 

Since strong semaphores are used, it is not necessary to 

consider competition starvation. Furthermore, if a process p 

is blocked by P(X), where X is the semaphore associated with 

the edge (p,q), then node q must have completed P(X). If q is 

not itself starved, then it will complete the execution of its 

critical section and signal V(X) in its exit section within 

finite time. 

Suppose q is starved at P (Y), where Y is the semaphore 

associated with the edge (q,r) and r is not p. The process r 

must have already completed P(Y) but will not signal V(Y) 

within finite time. This mean that r itself must also be 

starved. Suppose r is starved at P(Z), where Z is the 

semaphore associated with the edge (r,s). If s is p, then we 

have a deadlock cycle: 

State(p) = eb:X by q 

State(q) = eb:Y by r 

State(r) = eb:Z by p. 
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This contradicts the deadlock-free assumption. Hence, s 

cannot be p. Furthermore, using a similar argument, s must 

itself be starved at some P(W), where W is a semaphore 

associated with the edge (s,t). A similar argument requires 

that 

(1) t is not one of p, q or r, and 

(2) t is starved. 

Continuing in this manner, since the number of nodes is 

finite, it can be shown that all nodes are starved. Hence, 

there is a deadlock, contradicting our assumption. [] 

T-omnia 5.2 An edge-associated synchronizer of a mutual 

exclusion problem satisfies both the mutual exclusion and the 

minimum exclusion constraints. 

Proof 

In an edge-associated synchronizer, two neighboring nodes 

p and q both issue a P(SPq) in their entry sections and signal 

a V(SF»q) in their exit sections. Hence, they cannot be in 

their critical sections at the same time. Furthermore, if p 

and q are not neighboring nodes, then P-sem(p) and P-sem(q) 

are disjoint, so they can be in their critical sections at the 

same time. [] 

Hence, by virtue of Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, if an 

edge-associated synchronizer is proved to be deadlock-free, 

then it is a starvation-free solution. 
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Edge-Associated Solutions 

The following algorithm generates starvation-free 

semaphore solutions for general mutual exclusion problems. 

Essentially, an edge-associated semaphore solution is 

generated in some order to prevent deadlock and hence, 

starvation. 

[Algorithm 5.1] Generation of starvation-free edge-associated 

semaphore solutions for general mutual exclusion problems. 

[Input] A graph G=G(VfE) with N nodes. 

[Output] Entry and exit sections of each node of G of the 

starvation—free edge—associated semaphore solution. The entry 

and exit sections of a node p are stored in the variables 

entry(p) and exit (p) respectively. 

[1] Arbitrarily assign the values 1 to N to the N nodes in 

graph G. 

[2] for every node p in G do 

entry(p) < — 

exit (p) < — 

working_list = N(p) ; 

while working_list is not empty do 

Let q be the node in working_list with the 

smallest value. 

If the value of p is smaller than that of q then 

entry (p) < — entry (p) & "P(SPq);"; 

exit (p) < — " V ( S P q ) ; " & exit (p) ; 

else 
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entry (p) < — entry (p) & "P (S=np) ; "; 

exit(p) <-- "V(Sdp);" & exit (p); 

end if 

Remove cj from working_list. 

end while 

end for 

[3] stop. 

Example 5.2 Figure 5.2 shows a solution generated by 

Algorithm 5.1 for the graph of Figure 5.1. [] 

Informally, deadlock-free edge-associated synchronizers 

are generated by Algorithm 5.1. Hence, by Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, 

they are starvation—free solutions. To prove that Algorithm 

5.1 generates deadlock-free solutions, the following lemmas 

are used. 

Definition 5.3 A cycle consists of a sequence pi, p2, ..., p* 

of nodes and two relations, left neighbors and right 

neighbors, such that 

(1) for 1 <= i <= k-1, pi is the left neighbor of p±+i, 

and p±+i is the right neighbor of pi, and 

(2) pic is the left neighbor of pi, and pi is the right 

neighbor of pic. [] 

t.omnia 5.3 if an edge-associated semaphore synchronizer of a 

graph G is deadlock-possible, then 

(1) (cycle condition) there exists a cycle in G such that 

(2) (order condition) either 

(a) each node in the cycle issues a P operation to the 
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semaphore associated with the edge incident to its left 

neighbor before that associated with the edge incident to its 

right neighbor in its entry section, or 

(b) each node in the cycle issues a P operation to the 

semaphore associated with the edge incident to its right 

neighbor before that associated with the edge incident to its 

left neighbor in its entry section. 

Proof 

In a deadlock, each process is waiting for the completion 

of a P operation. Suppose a process p is waiting to complete 

P(SPq). In order to have deadlock, q must have already 

completed P(SPq) and be waiting to complete P(Sqr), where r 

cannot be p. Similarly, r must have already completed P(Sqr) 

and be waiting to complete P (Srs). If s is p, then process p 

should have already complete P (SrP), so that both the cycle 

condition (a cycle pqr exists) and the order condition (p 

issues P(Srp) before P(Sp.q), q issues P(SPq) before P(Sqr) and 

r issues P(Sqr) before P(S^i?)) are satisfied. 

If s is not p, then s is waiting to complete P (Sst) . If t 

is p, then we have a cycle with four nodes (pqrs) satisfying 

both conditions. If t is q, then we have a cycle with three 

nodes (qrs) satisfying both conditions. If t is not p or q, 

then node t is waiting to complete P (Stu) and the process 

continues. Since there are only a finite number of nodes, we 

can always find a cycle satisfying both conditions. [] 

Since the cycle condition is intrinsic to the mutual 
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exclusion problem, Algorithm 5.1 denies the order condition. 

Lemma 5.4 Algorithm 5.1 generates an edge-associated solution 

such that the order condition is never satisfied. 

Proof 

Consider any cycle abc...m within the graph G. Without 

loss of generality, assume that node a has the smallest value 

and node b has a value smaller than that of node m. Algorithm 

5.1 generates the following entry sections for nodes a and b. 

Node a Node b 

other Ps other Ps 

P(Sato)! P(Sato); 

other Ps other Ps 

P(S«m); P(Sbm); 

other Ps other Ps 

It is easy to see that the order condition for nodes a and 

b are not satisfied (node a issues P (Sato) to its left (right) 

neighbor first whereas node b issues P (Sab) to its right 

(left) neighbor first). [] 

Theorem 5.5 Algorithm 5.1 generates a starvation-free 

semaphore solution for a general mutual exclusion graph. 

Proof 

By combining Lemmas 5.1 to 5.4. [] 
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Properties of Edge-Associated Solutions 

Let us consider the time complexity of Algorithm of 5.1. 

Step [1] requires 0(N) time. In step [2], all edges are 

considered exactly twice and hence the time complexity is 

0(N«). Since N« can take on any value from N-l to N(N-l)/2, 

the overall time complexity of the algorithm is 0(N«). 

It is not difficult to see that the solution generated by 

Algorithm 5.1 can be described by a control discipline such 

that 

C(p) = N (p) f and 

B(p) is a subset of N(p), 

for every node p in V. 

This control discipline is quite similar to that of 

Algorithm 3.1. Note that the sure-blocking sets are not 

necessarily empty. 

Example 5.3 In the solution of Figure 5.2 in Example 5.1, we 

have 

C(a) = {b,c}, 

B (a) = {b, c}, 

BS (a) = {b,c}, and 
BP (a) = {}. 

The reasons that nodes b and c are in B(a) can be depicted 

by the following states. 

State(G) = {State (a) = eb:S~b by b, 

State(b) = eb:Stod by d, 

State(c) = n, 
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State(d) = c, 

State (e) = State(f) = n} 

State(G) = {State (a) = eb:Sao by c, 

State (b) = n, 

State (c) = eb:Sod by d, 

State (d) = c, 

State (e) = State (f) = n}. 

Since nodes b and c issue P(Sab) and P(Sac) as the first 

instructions in their entry sections respectively, both nodes 

should be in BS (a). [] 

Therefore, the sizes of the blocking sets are comparable 

to those of the edge-solvable solutions. However, the number 

of semaphores required is Ne. This is a large number if the 

problem is complicated, since Ne can be of the order of N2. 

Therefore, if a problem is edge-solvable, it is still 

advisable to use an edge-solvable solution instead of an 

edge-associated solution. 

Example 5.4 Consider a simple Readers and Writers problem 

with two Writers x and y and three Readers a, b and c. The 

starvation-free edge-solvable solution uses three semaphores. 

Since there are seven edges, an edge- associated solution uses 

seven semaphore. An example is shown in Figure 5.3. 
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Node a 

entry : P ( S a x ) ; P ( S a y ) ; 

exit : V ( S a y ) ; V ( S a x ) ; 

Node b 

entry : P (Sbx); P(Sby); 

exit ! V (Stay) } V (St»3c) r 

Node c 

entry : P(Sox); P (S<=y) ; 

exit : V(S ); V(Sex); 

Node x 

entry : P (S.*) ; P(Sb~); P(S^); P (S~y) ; 

exit : V ( S x y ) ; V ( S o x ) ; V ( S t o x ) ; V ( S a x ) ; 

Node y 

entry : P ( S a y ) ; P ( S t o y ) ; P ( S c Y ) ; P ( S x y ) ; 

exit ! V (S»cy) ! V (Sc=y) / V (Stoy) / V ( S a y ) } 

Figure 5.3 An edge-associated solution for the Three Readers 

and Two Writers Problem 

In general, for a Readers and Writers Problem with m 

Readers and n Writers, the number of semaphores used in an 

edge-associated solution is mn + n(n-l)/2. The number of 

semaphores used in the edge-solvable solution is always three, 

independent of the values of m and n. Hence, it is clear that 

the edge-solvable solution, if it exists, is superior to the 

edge-associated solution. [] 

However, even with the large number of semaphores, the 
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edge-associated solutions are still better than monitor 

semaphore solutions in the following senses. 

(1) The blocking sets are subsets of the neighbor sets 

and are thus much smaller. 

(2) No counting variables are used, and thus, 

(3) there is no overhead in updating counting variables. 

(4) The entry and exit sections are short. 

(5) The generation of edge-associated solutions are very 

simple and requires a time complexity of 0(N«) only. 

Because of this, if a problem is not edge-solvable, the 

edge-associated solution is still preferred to the 

monitor-like solution, except for the case where N- is 

significantly larger than N. In this case, instead of using 

the monitor—like solution, the node—associated solution 

discussed in the next three sections may be employed. 

Node-Associated Synchronizers 

In this section, a solution based on semaphores associated 

with nodes instead of edges is introduced. 

Definition 5.4 A semaphore X is said to be a node-associated 

semaphore of a node p (usually written as SP) if 

P-node(X) = V-node(X) = {p} U N(p). [] 

Definition 5.5 A synchronizer of a problem G(V,E) is said to 

be a node-associated synchronizer if 

(1) every node in V has a node-associated semaphore, 

(2) the entry section of a node p contains 
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(a) a sequence of P operations on the 

node-associated semaphores of p and all nodes 

in N(p), followed by 

(b) a sequence of V operations on the 

node-associated semaphores of all nodes in 

N(p), and 

(3) the exit section of a node p contains the 

operation V(SP) only. [] 

Example 5.5 The synchronizer of Figure 5.2 for the graph of 

Figure 5.1 is not a node-associated synchronizer. [] 

Example 5.6 A node-associated synchronizer for the graph of 

Figure 5.1 is shown in Figure 5.4. For example, Sa is the 

semaphore associated with the node a and P (S») is issued by 

nodes b and c, which are the nodes in N(a), and by node a 

itself. [] 
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Node a 

Entry : P ( S « ) ; P ( S b ) ; P ( S c ) ; 

V (So) ; V (St.) ; 

Exit : V(S«); 

Node b 

Entry : P (Sa) ; P (S t . ) ; P (Sea) ; P ( S « ) ; 

V(Se) ; V(Sci) ; V ( S ~ ) ; 

Exit : V (St.) ; 

Node c 

Entry : P (Sa) ; P (Sa) ; P (S<=0 ; P ( S f ) ; 

V ( S f ) ; V (Sd) ; V ( S ~ ) ; 

Exit : V(Sc); 

Node d 

Entry : P (St.) ; P (Sc=) ; P (Sd) ; 

V (So) ; V (St.) ; 

Exit : V (Sd) ; 

Node e 

Entry : P ( S b ) ; P ( S « ) ; P ( S f ) ; 

V ( S f ) ; V (Sj=) ; 

Exit : V ( S e ) ; 

Node f 

Entry : P (Sc) ; P ( S « ) ; P ( S f ) ; 

V (Se) ; V ( S ^ ) ; 

Exit : V(Sf); 

Figure 5.4 A node-associated synchronizer for the graph G of 

Figure 5.1 
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Two lemmas, similar to those for the edge-associated 

synchronizers, can also be proved for the node-associated 

synchronizers. Note that the node-associated synchronizer is 

also a special case of the PV-block synchronizer and exit 

sections are therefore not considered in the proof of the 

lemmas. 

Lemma 5.6 If the absence of deadlock constraint is satisfied 

by a node-associated semaphore synchronizer, then the absence 

of starvation constraint is also satisfied. 

Proof 

The proof is similar to that of Lemma 5.1 [] 

Lemma 5.7 A node-associated synchronizer of a mutual 

exclusion problem satisfies both the mutual exclusion 

constraint and minimum exclusion constraint. 

Proof 

The entry sections of two neighboring nodes p and q both 

contain the operations P(SP) and P(Sq) where SP and Sq are the 

node-associated semaphores of p and q respectively. 

Consider a time t when p has completed all its P 

operations but has not started signalling the V operations in 

its entry section. At this time, node q cannot be in its 

critical section, since, p cannot have completed P (Sq) 

otherwise. Furthermore, if q is in its entry section, q must 

not have completed P(SP) because p has already completed it. 

Therefore, if q wants to enter its critical section at time 

greater then t, it must complete P (Sp) in its entry section. 
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This is not possible so long as p is in its critical section, 

so q can only complete P (Sp) after p signals V(Sp) in its exit 

section. Hence, the mutual exclusion constraint is satisfied. 

For two non-neighboring nodes p and q, it is noted that Sj? 

is not in P-sem(q) and Sq is not in P-sem(p). An inspection 

of the synchronizer reveals that if p is in its critical 

section when all other nodes are in their non-critical 

sections, then only the semaphore S P is 0. Therefore, if q 

wants to enter its critical section while all other nodes 

except p remain in their non-critical states, it is allowed to 

do so since Sp. is not in P-sem(q) . Hence, it is possible that 

both nodes p and q are in their critical sections at the same 

time. [] 

It is important to put all V operations on the semaphores 

associated with the neighbors of a node in the entry section, 

and not the exit section, of the node. Otherwise, the minimum 

exclusion constraint may not be satisfied. The following 

example illustrates the point. 

Example 5.6 Figure 5.5 shows a synchronizer formed from the 

synchronizer of Figure 5.4 by moving all V operations from the 

entry sections to the exit sections. Although it may seem 

natural for the entry sections to be composed only of P 

operations and for the exit sections to be composed only of V 

operations, the newly formed synchronizer does not satisfy the 

minimum exclusion constraint. 

For example, if node a is in its critical section, Si= must 
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have been decremented to 0. Therefore, though d is not a 

neighbor of a, it is not possible for it to enter its critical 

section since P(Sb) is also included in the entry section of 

d. 

Furthermore, it is not difficult to see that the critical 

set of a node p is 

C(p) = {x | x in N (p) or x in N (y) for some y in N(p)} 

- (P) 

Therefore, in general, C(p) is not equal to N (p). [] 
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Node a 

Entry : P (Sa); P (St>) ; P (So) ; 

Exit : V(Sos); V (Sj=) ; V(Sa) ; 

Node b 

Entry : P (S»); P (Sj=) ; P (S&) ; P (S®) ; 

Exit : V (Se) ; V (S<a) ; V(St>); V(S») ; 

Node c 

Entry : P(S«); P(Sc); P(Sci); P (Sf) ; 

Exit : V (Sf) ; V (Sd) ; V (Sc); V(Sa); 

Node d 

Entry : P (St>); P (S<=) ; P (Sa) ; 

Exit : V(S«0; V(So); V(Sb); 

Node e 

Entry : P (Sb); P (Se); P(Sf); 

Exit : V (Sf); V(S-); V(Sb); 

Node f 

Entry : P (Sc); P (Se); P (Sf); 

Exit : V(Sf); V(S«); V(Sc) ; 

Figure 5.5 A synchronizer for the graph G of Figure 5.1 that 

does not satisfy the minimum exclusion constraint 
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Node-Associated Solutions 

[Algorithm 5.2] Generation of starvation-free node-associated 

semaphore solutions for mutual exclusion problems. 

[Input] A graph G=G(V,E) with N nodes. 

[Output] Entry and exit sections of every node of G of the 

starvation-free node-associated semaphore solution. The entry 

and exit sections of a node p are stored in the variables 

entry (p) and exit (p) respectively. 

[1] Arbitrarily assign the values 1 to N to the N nodes in V. 

[2] For every node p in V do 

work_list < — N(p) U {p} 

V_codes < — "" 

entry(p) < — "" 

exit (p) < — "V(SP);
M 

while work_list is not empty do 

Let x be the node in work_set with the smallest 

value. 

entry (p) < — entry (p) & "P(Sx);" 

if x <> p then V_code < — V_code & "V(Sx);" 

end if. 

Remove x from work_list. 

end while 

entry(p) < — entry (p) & V_code 

end for. 

[3] stop. 
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Example 5.7 As an example, a solution generated for the graph 

G of Figure 5.1 using Algorithm 5.2 is shown in Figure 5.4. 

It is easy to shown that the solution is starvation-free. [] 

Informally, Algorithm 5.2 guarantees the absence of 

deadlock for the synchronizer it generates. Hence, by Lemmas 

5.6 and 5.7, the synchronizer is a starvation-free solution. 

Lemma 5.8 The solution generated by Algorithm 5.2 is 

deadlock-free. 

Proof 

As in the case of the edge-associated semaphore solution, 

in order for a deadlock to occur, there must exist a set of 

nodes D = {pi, pz, .., p*) in V satisfying the cycle and order 

conditions, reiterated below : 

(1) node p± has completed P(S±S) and is waiting at 

P (S±fc), for 1 <= i <= k; 

(2) S±s = Si-xt, for 2 <= i <= k; and 

(3) Sis = S ^ . 

Let Val(Sp) be the value of a node p associated with the 

semaphore Sp. Suppose that the synchronizer is not 

deadlock-free. By inspecting the synchronizer, since the P's 

generated for the entry section of a node are sorted in an 

ascending value of their Val values, the following 

inequalities are obtained : 

(4) S±s < S±fc for 1 <= i <= k. 

Combining these inequalities with condition (2), we have 

the following inequalities. 
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Si-xfc < Si^ for 2 <= i <= k. 

Hence, < Sic*. 

However, by combining inequalities (4) with (3), we have 

Sic* < Sifc. A contradiction. [] 

Theorem 5.9 Algorithm 5.2 generates a starvation-free 

semaphore solution for a general mutual exclusion graph. 

Proof 

By combining Lemmas 5.6 to 5.8. [] 

Properties of Node-Associated Solutions 

It is easy to verify that the time complexity of Algorithm 

5.2 is also 0(N«), which is the same as that of Algorithm 5.2. 

However, the control discipline describing the 

node-associated solution is more restrictive than that of the 

edge-associated solution. 

Theorem 5.10 A node-associated solution generated by 

Algorithm 5.1 is described by the following critical set and 

blocking set for each node p. 

C (p) = N(p) 

B(p) is a subset of NN(p), where 

NN(p) = N(N(p)) U N (p) - {p}. 

Proof 

It is straightforward to show that C(p) = N(p). To show 

that B(p) is a subset of NN(p), it is noticed that P-sem(x) 

and P-sem(p) are disjoint if x is not in NN(p). [] 
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The sure-blocking sets are not necessarily empty, as in 

the case with the edge-associated solution. 

Example 5.8 In the node-associated semaphore solution of 

Figure 5.3 in Example 5.5, we have 

C(a) = {b,c}, 

B (a) = {b, c, e, f}, 

BS (a) = {b,c,e,f} and 

BP(a) = {}. 

The reasons that nodes b, c, e and f are elements of B(a) 

are illustrated in the following states. 

State(G) = {state (a 

state (b 

state (c 

state(d 

state(e 

State(G) = {state(a 

state (b 

state(c 

state(d 

state(e 

State(G) = {state (a 

state (b 

state(c 

state(d 

state(e 

state(f 

= eb:S« by b, 

= eb:Sc* by d, 

= n, 

= c, 

= state(f) = n} 

= eb:S« by c, 

= n, 

= eb: Sci by d, 

= C r 

= state(f) = n} 

= eb:Sto by e, 

= n, 

= n, 

= n, 

= ebrSf by f, 

= c} 
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State (G) = {state (a) = eb:S<= by f, 

state (b) = n, 

state(c) = n, 

state(d) = n, 

state (e) = c, 

state (f) = eb:S® by e} 

Note that nodes e and f are in NN(a), but not in N(a). 

Note also that node d is not in B(a). Since the first P 

operations issued by nodes b, c, e and f are also all included 

in the entry section of node a, BS (a) = B(a) . [] 

The blocking sets in the node-associated solution are 

usually larger than those of the edge-associated solution. 

However, this is still better than the monitor-like solution. 

The advantage of the node-associated solution is that the 

number of semaphores used is N, which is usually much smaller 

than that of the edge-associated solution. Therefore, it is 

especially efficient for complicated problems where Ne may be 

of the order of N2. However, the number of semaphores used is 

still usually greater than in the edge-solvable solutions. 

Example 5.9 A node-associated solution for the Three Readers 

(nodes a, b and c) and Two Writers (nodes x and y) Problem of 

Example 5.4 is shown in Figure 5.6. 
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Node a 

entry : P ( S « ) ; P (Sx) ; P ( S y ) ; V ( S y ) ; V (Sx) ; 

exit : V(SSL); 

Node b 

entry : P (S*,) ; P (S~) ; P (Sy) ; V(Sy); V(S~); 

exit : V(Sb); 

Node c 

entry : P(S»); P(S~); P (Sy) ; V(Sy); V(S«) ; 

exit : V(Sc); 

Node x 

entry : P ( S a ) ; P (St.) ; P (Sc) ; P ( S x ) ; P ( S y ) ; 

V ( S y ) ; V ( S o ) ; V ( S b ) ; V ( S . ) ; 

exit : V(Sx); 

Node y 

entry : P ( S - ) ; P ( S b ) ; P (So) ; P ( S x ) ; P ( S y ) ; 

V(S~); V (So) ; V (St>); V(S-); 

exit : V(Sy); 

Figure 5.6 A node-associated solution for the Three Readers 

and Two Writers problem 

In general, m + n semaphores are needed for an m Readers 

and n Writers Problem. [] 

It is interesting to point out that the number of 

semaphores used in an edge-solvable solution, if it exists, is 

not necessary less than that in a node-associated solution. 

The following example illustrates this point. 
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Example 5.10 Consider the graph 

G({a,b,c,d,e}, { (a,b), (a,c), (a,d), (a,e), (c,d) , (c,e)}) . 

In a node-associated solution, five semaphores are used 

since there are five nodes. G is edge-solvable and can be 

reduced to the optimal descriptor string 

(a+(bI(c+ (d| e)))) . 

The edge-solvable solution for generated by Algorithm 3.1 

is shown in Figure 5.7. Observe that six semaphores are used. 
[] 

Besides the blocking sets and the number of semaphores 

used, the node-associated solution has similar properties of 

the edge-associated solution, including 

(1) no counting variables, 

(2) no overhead in updating counting variables, 

(3) short entry and exit sections, and 

(4) easy and fast generation. 

In Chapter 7, we will see that the edge-associated 

solution is actually applicable to weak semaphores also. 

Furthermore, it is easy to modify the edge-associated solution 

to use weaker semaphores. This cannot be done for the 

node-associated semaphore solution. 
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Node a 

entry : PS(Xn,Mn) ; 

exit : V(Xn) ; 

Node b 

entry : PPS(cn,Xii,Gn,Mii); 

exit : W(cii,Xii,Gn) ; 

Node c 

entry : PPS(cii,Xn,Gn/Mii) ; PS (X3i,M3i) ; 

exit : V(Xai); W(cii,Xn,Gn); 

Nodes d and e 

entry : PPS(ch,Xii,Gii,Mii) ; 

PPS(C3i/X3i,G3ifM31); 

exit : W(C3i,X31,G31); 

W(cii/Xii,Gn) ; 

Figure 5.7 An edge-solvable solution generated by Algorithm 

3.1 for the graph of Example 5.10 
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CHAPTER 6 

WEAK AND WEAKER SEMAPHORES 

The solutions discussed in the previous chapters were 

based on strong semaphores. In this chapter, starvation-free 

solutions based on weak or weaker semaphores are discussed. 

Unlike strong semaphore solutions, competition starvation must 

now be considered. 

A modification of the edge-associated solution is first 

presented to accommodate the use of weaker semaphores. An 

extension of Morris's well-known algorithm [1-3] for the 

efficient simulation of the strong semaphore macros PPS and PS 

by weak semaphores is then discussed. These simulations can 

then be used in the edge-solvable solutions of Algorithm 3.1. 

Edge-Associated Weak Semaphore Solutions 

Although strong semaphores are implicitly assumed in 

Algorithm 5.1 for the generation of edge-associated solutions, 

using weak semaphores is still correct, as demonstrated by the 

following two theorems. 

Theorem 6.1 If a weak semaphore is used only by two nodes i 

a synchronizer, then there is no competition starvation 

involving this semaphore in the synchronizer. 

n 
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Proof 

Suppose the weak semaphore M is used only by nodes p and 

q. If p is waiting to complete its P(M) when q signals a V(M) 

operation, then by Property 1 of weak semaphores (in Chapter 

1), p is allowed to complete the P(M) operation. Hence, p 

cannot be overtaken by q again and competition starvation is 

not possible. [] 

Theorem 6.2 There is no competition starvation using weak 

semaphores in an edge-associated synchronizer. 

Proof 

This is obvious since any semaphore in an edge-associated 

synchronizer is used only by two nodes. [] 

Hence, it does not matter whether strong semaphores or 

weak semaphores are used in the edge-associated solutions 

generated by Algorithm 5.1. However, this is not true for the 

node-associated solutions generated by Algorithm 5.2. This is 

because a semaphore may be used by more than two nodes in 

these solutions. 

Edge-Associated Weaker Semaphore Solutions 

In the case of weaker semaphores, competition starvation 

is possible even if the semaphore is used only by two nodes. 

Since weaker semaphores are often based on busy waiting, it is 

natural that starvation-free weaker semaphore solutions also 

involve busy waiting. 

To modify the edge-associated solutions to accommodate 
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weaker semaphores, two new macros are introduced. 

Definition 6.1 Suppose x and y are two nodes, z is an edge 

(which is usually (x,y)), Wxy and Wyx are two Boolean 

variables associated with x and y, both initially set to 

false, and S= is a semaphore associated with z. WP and WV are 

defined as: 

WP(x,y,z) : Wxy := true; 

P(Sz) ; 

Wscy i= false; 

WV (x, y, z) : V(SZ); 

while Wyx do nothing; [] 

The usefulness of the macros is demonstrated by the 

following lemma. 

Lemma 6.3 In a synchronizer, if the weaker semaphore S P q is 

used only by nodes p and q where the value of p is less than 

that of q and 

(1) the entry section of node p contains a WP(p,q,pq) 

macro, 

(2) the exit section of node p contains a WV(p,q,pq) 

macro, 

(3) the entry section of node q contains a WP(q,p,pq) 

macro, and 

(4) the exit section of node q contains a WV(q,p,pq) 

macro, 

then there is no competition starvation involving in the 

synchronizer. 
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Proof 

Suppose p wants to complete P(SPq) in WP(p,q,pq). It must 

set the Boolean variable Wpq to true before trying to complete 

P(Spq) in the WP macro in order to indicate its intention to 

complete the P (SP<j) operation. After node q leaves its 

critical section, it executes WV(q,p,pq) in its exit section. 

Hence, q cannot overtake p at P(SPq) since the condition for 

busy waiting (W M = true) in WV(q,p,pq) is satisfied. Node q 

can only busy wait until p completes P(SPq) and update Wpq to 

false. Hence, competition starvation is not possible. [] 

Algorithm 6.1, shown below, can be obtained from Algorithm 

5.1 by replacing 

(1) P (SPq) by WP(p,q,pq) and 

(2) V(Spq) by WV(p,q,pq) . 

[Algorithm 6.1] Generation of starvation-free 

edge-associated weaker semaphore solution for mutual exclusion 

problems. 

[Input] A graph G=G(V,E) with N nodes. 

[Output] Entry and exit sections for each node of G for the 

edge-associated starvation-free weaker semaphore solution. 

The entry and exit sections of a node p are stored in the 

variables entry (p) and exit (p) respectively. 

[1] Arbitrarily assign the values 1 to N to the N nodes in 

graph G. 

[2] for every node p in G do 

entry(p) < — 
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exit(p) < — 

working_list = N(p); 

while working_list is not empty do 

Let q be the node in working_list with the 

smallest value. 

If value of p is smaller than that of q then 

entry (p) < — entry(p) & "WP(p,q,pq);"; 

exit(p) < — "WV(p,q,pq);" & exit (p); 

else 

entry (p) < — entry (p) & "WP(p,q,qp);"; 

exit (p) < — "WV(p,q,qp);" & exit(p); 

end if 

Remove q from working_list. 

end while 

end for 

[3] stop. 

Example 6.1 The edge-associated weaker semaphore solution of 

the graph of Figure 5.1, as generated by Algorithm 6.1, is 

shown in Figure 6.1. 
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Mode a 

entry : WP(a,b,ab); WP(a,c,ac); 

exit : WV(a,b,ab); WV(a,c,ac); 

Node b 

entry : WP(b,a,ab); WP(b,d,bd); WP(b,e,be); 

exit : WV(b,a,ab); WV(b,d,bd); WV(b,e,be); 

Mode c 

entry : WP(c,a,ac); WP(c,d,cd); WP(c,f,cf); 

exit : WV(c,a,ac); WV(c,d,cd); WV(c,f,cf); 

Node d 

entry : WP(d,b,bd); WP(d,c,cd); 

exit : WV(d,b,bd); WV(d,c,cd); 

Node e 

entry : WP(e,b,be); WP(e,f,ef); 

exit : WV(e,b,be); WV(e,f,ef); 

Node f 

entry : WP(f,c,cf); WP(f,e,ef); 

exit : WV(f,c,cf); WV(f,e,ef); 

Figure 6.1 An edge-associated weaker semaphore solution 

generated by Algorithm 6.1 for the graph 6 of Figure 5.1 

Theorem 6.4 Algorithm 6.1 generates a starvation-free weaker 

semaphore solution for a mutual exclusion problem. 

Proof 

By combining Lemmas 5.1 to 5.3 and 6.3. [] 
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An Extension of Morris's Algorithm 

Morris's Algorithm [2] is a starvation-free solution to 

the Complete Graph Problem by implementing the strong 

semaphore's P and V operations with weak semaphores. 

One way to provide edge-solvable solutions using weak 

semaphores is to substitute the P and V operations in 

Algorithm 3.1 by their simulation using weak semaphores. 

However, to simulate a strong P semaphore, three weak 

semaphores and two counting variables are needed. In a PPS 

macro, there are three strong semaphores and one counting 

variable. Hence, its straightforward simulation by weak 

semaphores requires nine weak semaphores and seven counting 

variables. The number of weak semaphores and counting 

variables for the macro PS and W , both building blocks of 

Algorithm 3.1, are given below. 

PS — 6 weak semaphores, 4 counting variables. 

W — 6 weak semaphores, 5 counting variables. 

Hence, the direct substitution of strong semaphores by 

their weak semaphore simulations requires many weak semaphores 

and counting variables. Furthermore, the code becomes very 

long and time consuming. 

To obtain a more efficient solution, the following weak 

semaphore macros are introduced. The macros PW and VW are 

actually similar to the entry and exit section of Morris's 

Algorithm. 
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Definition 6.2 The weak semaphore macros PW(B,M,X,nm,nx) and 

VW(M,X,nx) are defined below, where B, M and X are weak 

semaphores and nm and nx are counting variables. The labels 

Sa, La, Lm and E are introduced for ease of reference. 

PW (B, M, X, nm, nx) : 

Sa : P (B); nm := nm + 1; V(B); 

La : P(M); 

nx := nx + 1; 

P (B) ; 

nm := nm - 1 ; 

if nm = 0 then 

V (B) ; V (X) ; 

else 

V (B) ; V (M) ; 

end if; 

Lm : P (X) ; 

VM (M, X, nx) : 

E : nx := nx - 1; 

if nx = 0 then 

V (M) ; 

else 

V (X) ; 

end if; [] 

Definition 6.3 The weak semaphore macros PR(B,G,M,X,nm,nr,nx) 

and VR(G,M,X,nr,nx) are defined below, where B, G, M and X are 

weak semaphores and nm, nr and nx are counting variables. The 
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labels Sa, La, Lm and E are introduced for the of reference. 

PR(B,G,M,X,nm,nr,nx) : 

Sa : P (B); nm := nm + 1; V(B); 

La : P(M); 

nx := nx + 1; 

P (B) ; 

nm := nm - 1; 

if nm = 0 then 

V(B) ; V(X) ; 

else 

V (B) ; V (M) ; 

end if; 

Lm : PP(nr,X,G); 

VR(G,M,X,nr,nx) : 

E : P (G) ; 

nx := nx - 1; 

nr := nr - 1; 

if nr = 0 then 

if nm = 0 then 

V (M) ; 

else 

V(X) ; 

end if; 

end if; 

V(G); [] 

Note that PW and PR are identical except for their Lm 
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sections, where the macro PW includes a P(X) operation but PR 

includes a PP(nr,X,G). Similarly, the VR macro includes a 

gate semaphore P(G) and tests the variable nr, neither of 

which are present in the VW macro. The PW and VW macros are 

similar to the entry and exit sections of Morris's Algorithm. 

A starvation-free solution of the Readers and Writers 

Problem can be constructed by using these macros. 

Writers 

entry : PW(B,M,X,nx,nx); 

exit : VW(M,X,nx); 

Readers 

entry : PR(B,G,M,X,nx,nr,nx); 

exit : VR(G,M,X,nr,nx); 

More specifically, these four weak macros, when used in 

harmony, have the properties of the four strong semaphore 

operations and macros used in edge-solvable solutions as shown 

in Figure 6.2 below. 

Weak Strong 

PW(B,M,X,nm,nx); PS(X,M); 

VW (M, X, nx) ; V(X); 

PR(B,G,M,X,nm,nr,nx) ; PPS (nr,X,G,M) ; 

VR(G,M,X,nr,nx) ; W(nr,X,G); 

Figure 6.2 Equivalent strong and weak semaphore macros 
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Informally, in order for a Writer to enter its critical 

section, it needs to complete P(M) and then P(X). For a 

Reader to enter its critical section, it needs to complete a 

P (M) first and, in the case that it is the first Reader to try 

to enter its critical section, then a P(X) later. A Reader 

does not need to complete a P(X) if at least one Reader is 

already in its critical sections. 

The counting variable nm is used to keep track of the 

processes wanting to enter their critical sections and ready 

to pass through P(M). It is protected by the semaphore B. 

The code segment specified by Sa is used to increment nm. The 

counting variable nx counts the processes which have already 

completed a P(M) operation and are either waiting to complete 

a P(X) or have not yet left their critical sections. The 

variable nr counts the number of Readers either in their 

critical sections or having completed a P(M). The gate 

semaphore G is used to protect nr. 

When a process goes through La, it allows all processes 

ready to complete P(M) to do so. This is done by testing the 

variable nm. If nm is not 0 (is larger than 0), then a V(M) 

is issued to allow another process waiting to complete P (M) to 

do so. This is guaranteed by the fact that weak semaphores 

satisfy property B. The last process to complete P (M) 

decrements nm to 0 and then issues a V(X) to allow other 

processes to complete P(X). All processes hereafter trying to 

enter their critical sections need to wait for some other 
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process to issue a V(M) in its exit section. 

A Writer must complete a P(X) before entering its critical 

section, guaranteeing its mutual exclusiveness to all other 

processes. A Reader must complete a PP(nr,X,G) before it 

enters its critical section. The macro requires the first 

Reader that tries to enter its critical section to complete a 

P(X) when it increments the variable nr to 1. This guarantees 

its mutual exclusiveness to Writers. Later Readers do not 

need to complete a P(X) since nr will be greater than 1 and, 

within the PP operations, it is necessary to complete P (X) 

only if nr is equal to 1. This allows more than one Reader in 

their critical sections at the same time, satisfying the 

minimum exclusion constraint. 

When a Writer leaves its critical section, it decrements 

nx and then checks its value. Note that in Morris's 

Algorithm, the decrement of nx is done in the entry section. 

Instead of executing a V(X) to allow other processes to go 

through P(X), the last process to exit (nx = 0) executes a 

V(M) to allow all processes waiting for P(M) to complete it. 

This is the same for the Readers. The only difference is that 

a Reader needs to check that there is no other Reader in its 

critical section (nr = 0) before checking the value of nx. 

Essentially, this means that once a process completes a P (X) 

and enters its critical section, all processes that have 

passed through P(M) will be allowed to pass through P(X) and 

finish their critical sections before other processes are 
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allowed to complete a P(M) in another round. Therefore, a 

process cannot be overtaken by other processes infinitely many 

times and the absence of starvation is guaranteed. 

The above observation is summarized in the following 

theorem. The proof is quite tedious and similar to the proof 

in [2]. Interested readers are requested to refer to that 

one. 

Theorem 6.5 The solution of Figure 6.2 is a starvation-free 

solution for the Readers and Writers Problem. [] 

Based on Theorem 6.5, it is not difficult to apply the 

weak macros to the generalized Readers and Writers Problem and 

edge-solvable problems. 
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CHAPTER 7 

GENERALIZED SEMAPHORES 

In this chapter, starvation-free solutions based on 

generalized semaphores [1,2] are discussed. These solutions 

are based on the node-associated solutions of Chapter 5. 

Node-Associated PVa Solutions 

The P<= and V<= operations, defined in Chapter 1, can 

increment or decrement a semaphore variable by a positive 

integer not necessarily equal to 1. Because of this extra 

capability, more efficient solutions can be obtained, as 

illustrated by Example 7.1. 

Example 7.1 If the number of Readers in a Readers and Writers 

problem is equal to m, then a deadlock-free solution using PVc 

is shown below. The semaphore X is initialized to m. 

Readers 

entry : P0(X:1); 

exit : Vo(X:l); 

Writers 

entry : P<=(X:m); 

exit : V=(X:m); 

It is easy to prove that this solution satisfies all 

constraints except the absence of starvation. When a Writer 
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is in its critical section, it must have decremented X by m. X 

is therefore equal to 0 so that no other process can complete 

the P operation on X. Hence, every Writer is mutually 

exclusive to all other processes. However, if a Reader enters 

its critical section, it decrements X by 1 only. If a Reader 

wants to enter its critical section while some other Readers 

are already in their critical sections, it will be allowed to 

complete the P operation on X and enter its critical section 

since X is greater than 0. 

A starvation-free solution is easily obtained by adding a 

gate semaphore guarding the deadlock-free solution. Note that 

this solution cannot be used for the generalized Readers and 

Writers Problem when there is more than one group of Readers. 

Therefore, it cannot be used to replace the PP and W macros 

as the building blocks of the solutions generated by Algorithm 

3.1. [] 

Algorithm 7.1 is the PV<= version of Algorithm 5.2. Note 

that there is also a semaphore associated with every node of 

the graph. 

[Algorithm 7.1] Automatic generation of starvation-free 

solutions for general mutual exclusion problems using PV<= 

semaphores. 

CInput] A general mutual exclusion problem described by a 

graph G(V,E). 

[Output] A starvation-free solution for G. The entry and 

exit sections of every node p are stored in entry (p) and 
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exit (p) respectively. 

[Semaphores used] Every node p in V has a semaphore SP 

associated with it, which is initialized to NP, the number of 

neighbors of p. 

[1] Arbitrarily assign the values 1 to N to the N nodes in V. 

[2] For every node p in V do 

work_list < — N(p) U {p} 

entry(p) < — "" 

exit(p) < — "" 

while work_list is not empty do 

Let x be any node in work_list. 

if x = p then 

entry(p) < — entry (p) & "PG(SP:NP);" 

exit (p) < — "Vc (SjprNjp) ; " & exit (p) 

else 

entry(p) < — entry(p) & "PQ (S~:1);" 

exit (p) < — "Vc (S*:1); " & exit (p) . 

end if 

Remove x from work_list 

end while 

end for. 

[3] Stop. 

Example 7.2 To illustrate Algorithm 7.1, Figure 7.1 is the 

PV<= solution of the graph G of Figure 5.1. 

G ({a,b,c,d,e,f}, 

{ (a,b), (a, c), (b,d), (b,e), (c,d), (c, f), (e, f) }) . [] 
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Node a 

entry : PC(S~:2); Pa(Sb:l); PQ(S.= :1); 

exit : Vc= (Sa:1) ; Va(Sb:l); V<=(S«.:2); 

Node b 

entry : Po(S«:l); Po(Sto:3); Pa(S«i:l); Po(S-:l); 

exit : Vo(S-:l); Vo(Sd:l); Vc(Sb:3); Vo(S«:l); 

Node c 

entry : P«,(S.:1); Pa(S<=:3); Po(S<*:l); Po(S*:l); 

exit : Vo (Sff: 1) ; Va(S<*:l); Va(S<=:3); Vo(S«:l); 

Node d 

entry : Po(S»»:l); Pa(Sa:l); Po(S<±:2); 

exit : Vo (Sea: 1) ; V=,(S<=:1); V=(St.:l); 

Node e 

entry : Po(Sb:l); PC(S«:2); p0(Ss:l); 

exit : Vc (Si=: 1) ; V<=(S«:2); Va(Sf:l); 

Node f 

entry : P«s(S«3:l); Po(S«:l); Po(S*:2); 

exit : Vo(S*:2); V«a(S«:l); VC(SC;1); 

Figure 7.1 PV= solutions generated by Algorithm 7.1 for the 

graph 6 of Figure 5.1 

The following definition and lemmas prove the correctness 

of Algorithm 7.1. 

Definition 7.1 A node-associated PVc synchronizer of a graph 

is a synchronizer such that 

(1) there is a semaphore associated with every node which 
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is used only by that node and all its neighbors, 

(2) the entry section of each node p consists only of 

(a) Pa(S:>c:l) operations on every semaphore Sx 

associated with all neighbors x of p and 

(b) a (SiprNp) operation on the semaphore SP 

associated with p 

in any order. 

(3) the exit section of each node consists solely of 

(a) Vc(Sx:l) operations on every semaphore Sx 

associated with all neighbors x of p and 

(b) a Vc=(SP:NP) operation on the semaphore Sr> 

associated with p 

in any order. [] 

Example 7.2 The solution of Figure 7.1 is a node-associated 

PVc synchronizer. [] 

Three lemmas similar to that of Lemmas 5.5 to 5.7 are 

shown below. Their proofs are omitted. 

Lemma 7.1 A node-associated PVc synchronizer satisfies the 

mutual exclusion and the minimum exclusion constraints. [] 

Lemma 7.2 If a node-associated PVc synchronizer is 

deadlock-free, then it is also starvation-free. [] 

Lemma 7.3 The solution generated by Algorithm 7.1 is 

deadlock-free. [] 

Hence, the correctness of Algorithm 7.1 is obtained. 

Theorem 7.4 Algorithm 7.1 generates a starvation-free PV<= 

solution for a general mutual exclusion problem. 
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Proof 

By combining Lemmas 7.1 to 7.3. [] 

Note that PVc solutions not only move all V operations 

from the entry sections to the exit sections, but also makes 

the solutions less restrictive. 

The control discipline of solutions generated by Algorithm 

7.1 can be described by 

C(p) = N (p) , and 

B(p) is a subset of N(p). 

Example 7.3 The blocking sets of the solution of Figure 7.1 

is shown in Figure 7.2. 

Both nodes b and c are in BS(a) because they issue P(Sa) 

as the first instruction in their entry sections. Similarly, 

B(f) = {} because all nodes issue P(Sf) as the last 

instruction in their entry section. Note that BS(d) = BS(e) = 

BS(f) = {}. This is usually the case for the nodes with 

larger values in node-associated PVc= solutions. [] 
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Node x BS(x) BP (x) B(x) N(x) 

a {b, c} {} {b, c} {b,c} 

b {d, e} {a} {a,d,e} {a,d,e} 

c {f} {d} {d, f} {a,d,f} 

d {} {b, c} {b, c} {b, c} 

e {} {f} {f} {b,f} 

f {} {} {} {c,e} 

Figure 7.2 The blocking sets of the solution of Figure 7.1 

Hence, in general, PV<= node-associated solutions are 

better than ordinary node-associated solutions because they 

always have smaller blocking sets since N(p) is a subset of 

NN(p) . 

Node-Associated PVm Solutions 

The major advantage of PVm semaphores over simple 

semaphores is the ability to check several semaphore variables 

simultaneously. Therefore, in node-associated PVm solutions, 

instead of (NP + 1) separate P operations in the entry section 

of a node p, one appropriate P operation is sufficient to 

check all + 1 semaphore variables simultaneously. 

Algorithm 7.2 generates deadlock-free semaphore solutions 

using PVm. 

[Algorithm 7.2] Automatic generation of deadlock-free 

semaphore solutions for general mutual exclusion problems 
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using PVm semaphores. 

[Input] A general mutual exclusion problem described by a 

graph G(V,E). 

[Output] A starvation-free solution of G. The entry and exit 

sections of every node p are stored in entry (p) and exit(p) 

respectively. 

[Semaphores used] Every node p in V has a semaphore variable 

SP associated with it, initialized to 1. 

[1] for every node in p do step do 

entry (p) < — "Pm(". 

V_code(p) < — "V™(". 

exit (p) < — "Vrr̂ Sp); " 

for every node x in N(p) do 

entry (p) < — entry (p) & "Sx," 

V_code < — V_code & "S~,". 

end for 

entry(p) < — entry (p) & "S^); " 

V_code < — Remove the last from V_code 

V_code < — V_code & "); " 

entry(p) < — entry (p) & V_code. 

end for. 

[2] Stop. 

Example 7.4 Figure 7.3 shows a deadlock-free solution 

generated by Algorithm 7.2 for the graph of Figure 5.1. [] 

Note that it is not necessary to assign values to the 

nodes in Algorithm 7.2. Informally, Algorithm 7.3 generates a 
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solution by 

(1) combining all P operations from the entry section of 

the simple node-associated solution into a single P operation, 

and 

(2) combining all V operations from the entry section of 

the simple node-associated solution into a single V operation. 

Hence, the correctness of the node-associated PVm solution 

can be proved in a way similar to that of Lemmas 5.6 to 5.8 

and Theorem 5.9. 

Two points are important. First, the blocking sets of the 

node-associated PVm solutions are all empty because there is 

only one P operation in any entry section and the P operation 

is atomic. Hence, PV™ solutions are better solutions. 

Second, if the PVm semaphores are given the strong 

semaphore properties, then a process waiting for a Pm cannot 

be overtaken by any process with one or more common semaphore 

variables as parameters infinitely many times. In this case, 

the absence of starvation is guaranteed. 
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Node a 

entry : P (S W So, Sa); 

Vm ( Sfc> ; 

exit 

Node b 

entry 

exit 

Node c 

entry 

exit 

Node d 

entry 

exit 

Node e 

entry 

exit 

Node f 

Vm(S~ 

Pm(Sa 

Vm ( S a 

Vm(Sb 

Pm(Sa 

Vm(S= 

Vm ( S C3 

Pm ( Sk> 

Vm (Sb 

Vrr\ (Sci 

Pm( Sto 

Vm(Sto 

Vm ( Se 

entry : P (S< 

VXT>(SC 

exit : V (Sf) ; 

Sc) ; 

ScL/ Se , Sb) / 

Sci, Se) ; 

Sci, Sf , Sc) ; 

Sd, Sf) ; 

Sc= , Sci) / 

So) ; 

Sf, Se); 

Sf) ; 

Se, Sf); 

Se); 

Figure 7.3 PV» solutions generated by Algorithm 7.2 for the 

graph G of Figure 5.1 
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If, however, they are given the weak semaphore properties, 

then competition starvation is possible, so the solutions 

generated by Algorithm 7.2 are not necessarily 

starvation-free. To make them starvation-free, we need to 

enclose the entry sections within the pair "P(Gate);" and 

"V(Gate);". Hence, the entry section of any node look like: 

P(Gate) ; 

Pm as generated by Algorithm 7.2. 

V(Gate); 

This method of ensuring the starvation—free constraint is 

like that of Algorithm 3.1. Therefore, the blocking set B(p) 

of any node p is equal to V - {p}. This makes the solutions 

quite restrictive, so it is advisable to use the 

node-associated PV™ solution only if 

(1) it is implemented in the strong semaphore manner, or 

(2) the absence of starvation is not an important 

consideration. 

Node-Associated PVff Solutions 

The PVg system can both update semaphores with an value 

different from 1 and check on several semaphore variables at 

the same time. Hence, Algorithm 7.3 is a natural combination 

of Algorithms 7.1 and 7.2. 

[Algorithm 7.3] Automatic generation of deadlock-free 

semaphore solutions for general mutual exclusion problems 

using PV^ semaphores. 
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[Input] A general mutual exclusion problem described by a 

graph G(V,E). 

[Output] A starvation-free solution of G. The entry and exit 

sections of every node p are stored in entry (p) and exit (p) 

respectively. 

[Semaphores used] For every node p in V, there is an 

associated semaphore variable SP initialized to NP. 

[1] For every node in p do 

entry(p) < — "Pg(". 

exit(p) < — "Vg(" 

for every node x in N(p) do 

entry (p) < — entry(p) & "Sxil," 

exit (p) < — exit (p) & "Sxil,". 

end for 

entry (p) < — entry (p) & "Sp:Np); " 

exit(p) < — exit(p) & "SP:Np); " 

end for. 

[2] Stop. 

Example 7.5 Figure 7.4 shows the node-associated PVg solution 

generated by Algorithm 7.3 for the graph of Figure 5.1. [] 

Note that all comments on the PV™ solutions are also valid 

for the PV^ solutions. 
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Node a 

entry : P«,(Sbd, So:l, S«:2); 

exit : Vg(Sb:l, Sod , S«:2); 

Node b 

entry : P w ( S . d , Sod , S«»d, Sb:3); 

exit : Vg(Sa: 1, So:l, Sul, Sb:3); 

Node c 

entry : P<,(S»d, Sdi l , S-d, So:3); 

exit : V g (Sa : l , S<±d, S«d, So:3); 

Node d 

entry : P ^ S b d , Sod , Sd:2); 

exit : Vg(Sbd, Sod, S<*:2); 

Node e 

entry : Pw(Sbd, Sfd, S.:2); 

exit : Vg(Sbd, Sfd, S«:2); 

Node f 

entry : Pg(Sc:l, S.d, S*:2); 

exit : VgfScd, S « d , Sf.2); 

Figure 7.4 PVW solutions generated by Algorithm 7.3 for the 

graph 6 of Figure 5.1 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSION 

In this work, automatic generation of semaphore solutions 

of mutual exclusion problems has been discussed. Basic 

properties of mutual exclusion problems have been presented, 

together with analytical tools and concepts such as process 

and problem states, critical sets, blocking sets, control 

disciplines and severe and mild blocking. 

Four classes of semaphore solutions have been discussed: 

PV-block solutions, edge-solvable solutions, edge-associated 

solutions and node-associated solutions. 

The PV-block solutions are a general class of solutions 

for which it is not necessary to consider the behavior of the 

exit sections. The other three classes are all special cases 

of this type. 

The edge-solvable solutions, if they exist, are especially 

efficient. A reduction approach for recognizing edge-solvable 

problems has been discussed. An algorithm for generating 

efficient starvation-free edge-solvable solutions has been 

presented, together with a fast 0(N2) algorithm for graph 

reductions, a critical step in the generation of solutions. 

Because of their overall efficiency, the edge-solvable 

solutions are recommended if they exist. 

174 
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If the problem is not edge-solvable, then either the 

edge-associated solution or the node-associated solution can 

be used. The edge-associated solution allows a high degree of 

parallelism but uses a large number of semaphores for a 

complex mutual exclusion problem. The node-associated 

solution usually uses fewer semaphores but the degree of 

parallelism is more limited. 

Solutions based on weak and weaker semaphores have been 

discussed, including an extension to Morris's Algorithm for 

the efficient simulations of strong semaphore operations and 

macros. More efficient solutions based on generalized 

semaphore systems are also presented. 

There is still room for further research. The following 

are some interesting possibilities. 

(1) More theoretical analysis of mutual exclusion 

problems and semaphore solutions. 

Although several concepts have been introduced in this 

work for analyzing mutual exclusion problems, they are not 

strong enough for many purposes. Some examples are the 

analysis of intrinsic properties of mutual exclusion problems 

[2], and the high level framework of the constructions of 

semaphore solutions [1,3]. 

The study of intrinsic properties of mutual exclusion 

problems is a hard problem [2] and may be useful for analyzing 

solutions using a variety of different synchronization 

primitives. Blocking sets are good performance indicators but 
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do not guarantee constraint satisfaction, as illustrated in 

Chapter 2. Therefore, it would be interesting to analyze the 

properties of solutions that guarantee the satisfaction of 

different constraints. 

(2) Combinations of Algorithm 3.1 with Algorithm 5.1 or 

5.2. 

In [4], an algorithm was described that combines the 

edge-solvable solution with that of the standard monitor-like 

solution. The result is a solution that can be applied to all 

problems with the efficiency of edge-solvable solutions for 

the part of the graph that is reducible. Similar techniques 

can be used to combine the edge-solvable solutions with 

node-associated or edge-associated solutions. However, two 

questions remain unanswered. 

(a) What is the performance of the new combined 

algorithm? 

(b) Can we find an 0(N2) algorithm to reduce an 

ultimately irreducible graph to an irreducible graph, similar 

to Algorithm 4.2? 

The answer to the first question requires an investigation 

on the types of problems that are suitable for the combined 

techniques. The second question is a lot harder and may not 

have a solution. 

(3) A stronger theorem on the performance of the 

edge-solvable solutions. 

It has been shown that the number of semaphores used in 
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